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NoRTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY

GEOPHYSICS

GEOCHEMISTRY

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Mr. Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist·
Maine Bureau of Geology
Dept. of Conservation and Development
Augusta, Maine 04330

Dear Walt:
As of January 1, 1980, I divested myself of all interest
in North American Exploration, Inc. The new owner, and President,
is 0. Jay Gatten, Kaysville Utah.
I will continue to be associated with NAE, as consultant, and plan to work on current projects
as well as generating new ones.
It will be business as usual at the Charlottesville office.
Jay has opened another NAE office in Kaysville:
North American Exploration, Inc.
P. 0. Box 348
Kaysville, Utah 84037
Telephone:

(801) 376-4554.

The Charlottesville staff has been enlarged with the addition of
senior geologist Henry J. Loughlin, formerly of Dames & Moore,
and several geologists have been added to the field staff.
These changes allow us to offer an expanded range of services
and deeper experience.
I, personally, wish to thank you for your past courtesies,
and look forward to working with you in the future.

Robert S. Young

0

RSY:jay

'
POST OFFICE BOX 7584

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22906

TELEPHONE (804) 973-4328
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c>'
November 30, 1973
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Economic Development
State Office Building
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Bob:
When formulating your exploration plans for the coming year, please
consider ut i l i zing the experienced personne 1 at North American Exploration,
Inc. (NAE) to conduct your field programs. Participation in integrated
programs involving geochemistry, geophysics and geology, conducted in more
than 28 states and seven foreign countries, has provided NAE with broad
cap ab i 1i ti es.
NAE has a well-equipp.ed laboratory, providing analyses utilizing atomic
absorption, co 1ori metric, volumetric, gravimetric, and specific-ion e 1ectrode
techniques. The experienced staff can also provide X-ray and neutron activation analyses. Geochemical analyses and/or assays of soi 1, sediment, rock,
water, and biological specimens are routinely processed.
The laboratory can .also handle many of the non-analytical determinations required in your programs. These services include, but are not limited
to, the fo1 lOtJing: core splitting, panning, riffle-table separations, screen
size analysis {RoTap), vermiculite exfoliation and separation, and statistical
and quantitative interpretation of geochemical data.
NAE can also assist with environmental problems, by conducting independent studies involving water and effluent analyses and air monitoring of
particulate matter. These studies are, ideally, initiated before operations
(construction or mining) are begun.
NAE 1 s field and 1aboratory p rsonnel are ready to assist you in any way,
and the opportunity to bid on yo r\ contracted work would be appreciated.
SI

n;ere ly,
/

,..,._,
Donald W. Foss
Senior Geochemist
DWF:jpa

POST OFFICE BOX 7584

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 2290G

TELEPHONE (804) 973-4328

7.

COSTS

A.

f rR

Personnel
Senior Mapping Geologist (1) - 3 months
Junior Mapping Geologist (1) - 3 months
Graduate Chemist (1) - 3 months
Field Men (2) - 3 months
Lab Ass't. (1) - 3 months
Camp Man (1) ~.Wio&JQ}')
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2500.00

Total Personnel & Field Laboratory Supplies

27140. 00

Camp & Field Living

1000.00
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1500.00

Initial camp repairs
Camp Maintenance
Camp Supplies, lights, water, pumps etc.
Food supplies
General Supplies
Conununications (radios etc)
Emergency supplies
Total Living Costs
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Vehicle & Travel Costs
Field vehicles (4) x 3 months@ $200/wk.
Gas, oil, etc.
Repairs, Insurance etc.
Contractor & Supervisor travel
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2500.00
1500.00
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Total Travel & Vehicle costs
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Report Preparation
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March 7, 1978

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Bureau of Geology
Dept . of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333
Re:

Dickey Project

Dear Bob:
The cost estimates contained herein are based on the following
i n format i on :
1.

NAE is to provide a four-man crew for the project, one
graduate chemist, two field men to collect sediment
samples and operate geophysical equipment , and a camp
man/s i ever.

2.

The Maine Survey will provide adequate transportation,
camp facilities, food, and field equipment and supplies.

3.

The field season will approximate three months, but may
be extended.

4.

Three work areas , a 11 in Aroostook County, are involved:
Area A = 35 sq. mi.
Area B = 12 sq. mi.
Area C = 60 sq. mi.

5.

The sediment samples collected in each area will be analyzed
as rapidly as possible , in the field, after collection, and
the analytical data reported directly to the project Geologist.

For this project, we recommend, for Areas A and B, a sample density
of fifteen sites per square mile. The sixty-square mile Area C will be
~e..t;ctively sampled, per direction of the project geologist.
2
(~f-r/ c· Area
A (35 mi )
rea
12 mi
\:__,.

<:h
ff'

A

B (

2)

= 525

~ ,S(.{IJ" ~"-

= 180 s pl s .

A rea C ( 60 mi 2 ) = 300 s p 1s .
Estimated total=+ 1,000 spls

POST OFFICE BOX 7584

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22906

TE LE PHONE (804) 973-4328

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Page Two

7, 1978
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Al] samples will be prepared and analyzed, in the field, with a permanent
reference split retained. All samples will be analyzed for cold extractable
heavy metals (cxHM) and cold extractab e copper (cxCu). An estimated
20 percent of the samples will be rein for copper utilizing the biquinoline
method (hot digestion) developed by C nney. The latter may be necessary
should the Holman cxCu method exhibr some interferences, and as a check on
the cxCu results. Selected samples ontaining anomalous metal values
.
(est. 200 samples) will be s e n t ~, geochemical laboratory for hot acid
digestion and deter19-i--n-~ion of tota~L co·p per, zinc and lead by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry. ( NAE/ will provide all chemicals and supplies necessary to
perform the foregoinga nalytical services.

Budget Estimate:
Chemicals and supplies, including a 10% contingency
in the number of samples ..............................• $ : 2,112.00
Personnel:
graduate chemist, $60/dayX
22 days X 3 months ............................. . .. $ 3,960.00
field men (two), $55/dayX
2 X 22 days X 3 months ............................ $ 7,260.00
camp man/siever, $50/dayX
22 days X 3 months ................................ $ 3,300.00
Mobilization - Demobilization,
four men from Charlottesville, Va.
to Augusta, Me. and return ............................. $ 1,080.00
Total ............ $17,712.00
NAE fee/overhead 20% .......... $ 3,542.40
GRAND TOTAL ...... $21,254.40
All NAE personnel will be experienced in their particular fields
and fully qualified to perform the work required.
Should you have any questions on the foregoing, please do not
hesitate to contact me at your convenience.
rs,

Robert S. Young
President
RSV/ch

)

I
November 15, 1973

Dr. Roberts. Young
North American Exploration, Inc.
P. o. Box 7584
Charlottesville, Virginia 22906
Dear Bob:
First things first. We are still waiting on the
Governor to appoint a Registration Committee which we hope
now will happen in late December. Shortly after that we
will send out application forms to all of our friends,
relatives, and interested bystanders. The wheels of
government seem to grind extremely slowly.
I have requested by telephone and have also, this
afternoon, written to U.S.G.S., Boston, for reproducible
material so that we can run off copies of the Kennebago
material. One way or the other we should have the material
in your hands within the next few weeks. Something is
really wrong in Washington because we did not get the
cooperation we should have from our sister agency. Maine
is not the only state in this bind. I understand that
several other Surveys are finding difficulty in the
mechanical works of the u.s.G.S.
My very best personnel regards.
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD:prn

I

June 6, 1973

I

Roberts. Young, President
North American Exploration, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5584
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Dear Bob:
We would be very happy to review the material and
would consider very seriously enclosing it in our next
Shorter Contributions publication where it would seem to
fit the best.

I hope to see you in Maine this summer, if not, maybe
in Washington this fall.
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD:pm
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June 4, 1973
Re:

Ore Mountain, T6R9,
Piscataquis Co., Maine

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Forestry Department
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Bob:
We have recently completed our evaluation work for Allied Chemical
in T5R9;..T6R9, including considerable work on the Ore Mountain pyrrhotite
body.
This is such a spectacular geophysical anomaly that Bill Freeman, of
A1Chem, suggested that we pub H sh on it. Because we shou 1d inc 1ude s:ome
geochemistry, pe trog raphy .and mine rog raphy, as we 11 as. the geophysl cal
worl<,, such a publication simply doesn't fit any of the standard journals.
Is there any logical way to fit something like this into one of your
publication series, or do you have an alternate suggestion?

Robert s. Young
President
RSY:jpa

OFFICE BOX 5584

CHARLO'i:TESVILLE, VIRGINIA 22903

TELEPHONE (703) 973-4328
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September 26, 19.71
Mr. R. G. Doyle, State Geologist
M.a i ne Geo log i ca.1 Survey
·
Division of Forestry
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Bob:
As a result of a very interesting article on ultramafic rocks in the
CIM Transactions, it would be very interesting to have a look. at the hi.ghaJti tude photography of the .coastal area, from Knox County to . Wash..ington
County. Large-scale photographs taken from high..;altttude s·atellites would
be ideal.
·
Do you happen .to have such. photography? If not, would it be possi:b 1e
for you, as a State Agency,, Jo get i'. t from .NASA?
We would appreciate any help that you can give.

Robert S. Yo.u.ng
Presi'dent
RSY:Jpa

POST OFFICE BOX 5584

CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA 22903

TELEPHONE (703) 973-4328
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May 12, 1970

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
I had a ca.11 from Barkley Wyckoff, El Paso Natural Gas Co., with
reference to the poss i bi l i ty of. geochem i ca 1 work this summer.
Regardless of whether we get the job, I do wish to thank you for
your kind words of reference.' With Humble out of our grasp, we are
going to need all the kind words we can get.
Thanks again.

Robert S. Young
President
RSY:Jpa

POST OFFICE BOX 5584

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

22903

TELEPHONE (703} 9-73-4328

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

P. 0. Box 5584
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
February 12, 1970

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Officers and Board of Directors of North American Exploration, Inc.
are pleased to announce that, effective June 1, 1970, Mr. kawrence A. Wing
is joining the Company as Executive Vice-President.

Mr. Wing will make his

headquarters at the Charlottesville, Virginia, general offices of NAE.

Mr. Wtng holds degrees In tivil Engineering and Geology, and his wide
experience covers both fields.

He has been active in all phases of mineral

exploration throughout the Western Hemisphere, but with emphasis on the
eastern United States-Canada and Alaska.

Mr. Wing's past experience in the

planning and execution of comprehensive exploration programs will augment
similar services already offered by NAE, and his work in the fields of
aerial geophysical surveying, geophoto interpretation, and industrial
pollution control will provide new services to the clients of NAE.

After June 1, 1970, Mr. Wing can be contacted at the address above or
by telephone, AC 703+9.73-4328.

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATIQN /

CHARLOTTESVltLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 /

PHONE 703 / 973-5608

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

P. O. Box 5584
Char1ottesvi11e, VA
November 24, 1969

22903

I

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, St.ate Geologist
Department of E.conomic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330

I

Dear Bob:
This is one letter I wish I hever had the task of writing, but we
wanted to let you know of Garnett's fatal heart attack of last Monday.
We are all still numb.
Garnett and family had moved to our Reno office in September. He
was in the field. when it happened. He had had no previous heart trouble
to anyone's know1edge and no warning on this one. He died within an
hour from the beginning of chest pains.
Jackie and children flew back to Charlottesville Tuesday. She is
staying with Garnett's parents here now. Garnett was buried Friday here
in Charlottesville.
Needless to say, his absence leaves a great void in North American,
as well as each of us personally. I guess our job now is to work harder
than ever for the one thing he believed in so strongly--North American.
Hope all is well with yo1:1 and the family.
Keep in touch.

Give them our regards.

Best regards,

(r;

·.✓___,/

J.lan P. Armistead
Vice-President
Administration
Jpa

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATl(?N / CHARLOTTESVltLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608

October 16, 1969

Hr. Garn·e t A. Gatlin, Vice President
-~orth American ExJloration, Inc.
P. O. Dox 681

Greenville, ~aine

04441

'I'his letter acknowledges the recording of nine (9) mining
clair,1s staked by Garnett. .Au ff1a11 Gatlin, Prospector'"' Perm.it
69-2.:i, for the Humble Oil & Re..:ining Cor,:ipany, Pror5pector 1 s
Permit 69-40, covering lack Pond, Town o · Tl·-Rl2 WELS,
Piscataquis County 1 • nine at 8: 15 A. l'!., DST, on June 10, l9G9.
The Maine Mining Bureau claim nUI11DGrs are 3250-3258

inclusive, corresponding consecutively with your numbers
inclusive.
Mining nureau claim tags,· o be affixed to th8
-p ,.)ropri.ate corner or witness posts for your clai!!lS, have !)een
p~eviously is ue l to you.
The above numoen:H1 clai-ns are valid u:1til Dec'=rr,,ber 31, 1970.
Payment of $18.00 in recor~ing fees is hereby acknowle~iged
as received in chcd· no. 1G59, dated June f>, 1969, signed. by
Joan A. Fitzgerald.

Yours vory ~ruly,
.MAINE

1LUNG BUREAU

Robert G.

1; uyl~

Administrator

cc!

Ho ace L:.

Rm10L.:1

__NA,E

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.

GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

P. 0. Box 681
Greenville, Maine 04441
June 6, 1969
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed please find nine (9) applications to record the staking
out of claims on Black Pond, T1R12 WELS, Piscataquis County, Maine.
The claims are tagged with sets numbered 3250-3258 inclusive, as shown
on the map accomp.a nying each application.
Also enclosed is our check No. 1659 in the amount of Eighteen Dollars
($18.00) to cover the recording fee.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Very truly yours,

~~
Garnett A. Gatlin
Vice-President
Geology (U.S.)

GAG:jaf
cc:

Humble Oil & Refining Company
Ba_n gor, Maine
·

Enclosures (10)

I

\

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA /

22903 /

PHONE 703 /

973-5608

October 16r 1969

t' r. Gcirnett A. Ca tl.in, Vice Presic.ent
t. ort '. 1 Ameri
E:x-9loration, Inc.
'?. o. Box 681

an

Greenville, Maire 04441
Deur :..lr. Gcitlin:

This is in reference to a letter of acknowledgement
from Rober: G. Doyle <latea June 10, 1969. This let.ter
concerning the recording of nine claims co.veri;1g Black Pond
does not refer to the 'l'o m of Tl-Rl2 WELS, therefore, I
would appreciate .it if you would destroy _y our copy of this
l e t.ter. A ;;econd letter of acknowledgement dated October 16
has been cirafted correcting t.hi_s error.
Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,
MAINE .MI-ING BUREAU

Robert G. DoylG
Administrator
· R(:;D:pm

cc:

horace E. Rowold ,

June ·10, 1969

Mr. Garnett A. Gatlin, Vice-President
North American Exploration, •I nc.
P.O. Box 681
Greenville, Maine 04441
Dear Mr. Gatlin:
This letter acknowledges the recording of nine (9) mining
claims staked by Garnett Auman Gatlin, Prospector's Permit 69-25,
for the Humble Oil & Refining Company , Prospector's Permit 69-40,
co ering ·
R8Rbeeeieern
Black Pond, town of Wels,
Piscat quis County, Maine at 8:15 .A. M., DST, .on June 10, 1969.
The Maine Mining Bureau claim numbers are 3250-3258 inclusive,·
corresponding consecutively with your numbers inclusive. Mining
Bureau claim tags, to be affixed to the appropri te corner or
witness posts for your claims, have been previously issued to you .

The above numbered claims are v lid until December 31, 1970.
Payment o.e $18 . 00 -in recording fees is hereby acknowledged
s received in check no. 1659g dated June 6, 1969, signed by
Jon A. Fitzgerald.

Yours,very truly,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert Go Doyle
Administr tor
RGD:pm

October 21 1969

Mr. Roberts. Younq
North American Lxploration, Inc •
. P. o. Box 185
Jackman Station, , 1i'l.i:1e
Dear Mr. Young:

This is in referenc~ to a letter of acknowledgement from
:Robert G. Doyle dateci July 28, 1969. This letter conc-erni...1g

the recording of ei.ght claims covering Grass Pone; and one
claim covering part of Black Pond contained several errors .
.According to the letter, you staked oigi1t claims for North
America.n Exploration instead of Humble an<1 secoi1<lly, no
r;iention was made of t:1.c claim nurnber on Black Pon •
I ha"Je drafted a s,.:2cond letter of acknowledgement
concerning these nine claims. The _original is being sent to
P.. B. Rohn in Houston, and -che carbon is enclosed for your
file3.
I ·would appreciate it if you would destroy your copy
of the July 28 letter.

V~ry truly yourE,
MAINE MINING DORF.AU

Frank}. Blackett
Office Manager
P~m:pm
cc:

E. Rohn

·1r.

- .c,i:-crL S. Youri1;_;
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Y,u~s V?ty truly,

_ob0::.:·t G. 1.,c,yl-2
,.i:ci.ini.str<- t -.:;r

~
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CC:

huable Oil & :i?efinir:rJ Co.
Bac:~ror. , ,"'ine
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.

GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

P. 0. Box 681
Greenville, Maine
July 31, 1969
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Bob:
We have not received your customary acknowledgment of our staking
eight (8) claims on Grass Pond, Moro Township, Aroostook County, Maine.
To complete our files, I would appreciate a letter of acknowledgment
when convenient.

VerJ;;z_
Robert S. Young
RSY:j 1
cc:

Dr. Fred Park

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVIUE, VIRGINIA / 22903 /

PHQNE 703 / 973-5608

04441

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
.GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
.. GEOCHEMISl'RY

Ju.ly 3, 1969

Mr. Robert ~- Doyle
Maine Mini hg B.ureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330
Dear Mr, Doyle:
Enclosed please find on~ (1) app Ucc:}tiorr to recon:I the stakfog out .of a
claim 011 Black Pond, T1Rl2)1ELS,. Phcataquis County, Maine.. The cl~lm is tagged
with set.numbered 3333 as snown on :the map accompanying the application.
Also enclosed is our chetk No. J'723 in the amount of Two Dollars ($2.00) to
cover the rec~rding fee. ·

l

Th.ank you for your cooperation .•

Ii

yours, .. ·

. o ert • ••

oun

RSY:j l
cid:

Humb Le O i 1 & Ref in i ng:;Company:
Bangor, Maine ·
·
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. . GEOLOGY

GEOPHYSICS

July 2, 1969
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Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine,f1ining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
04330

Dear Mr. Doyle:

I

Enclo:;ecLplease fJnd eJght (8} applTc<;1tion:s, with appropriate. maps, to
record th.e, staki1:g out of cl.-aims on Grass Pond, MoroTownst-lip, Aro<ilstook County,
Maine •. The claims are tagged wlth sets numbered 2835, 3248-J2li~h and 3259-32.63
incl.uslve, as shown on the. !Jlap accornpanying each application.
AJso enclosed js our check No. 1722 ln the amount of.Sixteen Dollars ($16.0O)
to.cover the recording fee.

I

ll
I

RSV:jl

cc:

I

I

H1.ttllble Oi l & Ref ini ng Co.
Bangor, Maine

Enclosures (8)
1·

I
BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMlSTRY

P.O. Bo:x 68
Greenville,
June 1l, 196

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
.Administrator
Maine Mining Bureau
State.House
Augusta, Maine 043:;o
Dear Mr. Doyle:
With reterenc, to your·letter of' June 10 concerning claim

numbers 3250 ... .3258 inclusive, your letter should. be corrected
to read that these ola1ms cover the. entirety of Blaok Pond,
town of Tl.B12, WELS, Piscataquis County, Maine.

Sincere11' yours,

Garnett A.

V1oe-Pres1dent
Geology (U.S.)

I

I
II

t

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVltlE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

I

INTRODUCTION
North American Exploration, Inc. operates one of' tbe few
geochemical laboratories on the East Coastwitb the capability to
handle tbe routine analyses required of your exploration program.
Our modern facilities are staffed with experienced, trained personnel.
More than 120,000 determinations were made during the last three
quarters of 1968, and.production for the first quarter of 1969 .is in
excess of that experienced in 1968.

II
I

In addi t.ion to. our laboratory services, we can contract to. handle
your entire exploration program, from its. inception through r.econnaissance and soil geochemistry, geophysics, geology, to the interpreta.,..
tion of the data .a.nd .r.ecommenda tions.
GEOCHEMICAL PRICE SCHEDULE
(E:ffective March 1, 1969)
Element
Cobalt
Copper
Lead
Molybdenum
Nickel
S:ilver
Zinc

Lower Limit of
Detection

Method Used

Cost, per
Determination

0.5 ppm

Atomic Absorption
Atomic Absorption
Atomic Absorption
Colorimetr.ic
Atomic Absorption
Atomic Absorption
Atomic. Absorption

,o
1.75

0.1
5!0
1.0
2.0

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
0.1 ppm
0 ..1. ppm

l. 50

1.

1.75
1..75 ·
1.50
1. 50

C:i tra te-So lub le Heavy Metals,. with di thi zone
Loi.ver Limit, l ppm ,.,.----------------- $0. 75/samp le
Ci trate...;Soluble Copper, wtth di:thizone
Lower Limit, 1 ppm -:--..:.______________ O. 75'/sa.mp le
Cold Acid-Extrac.table Copper, with biquino line.
.
Lower Lilll.it., Q. 5 ppm ""'--,--,----------.:.. 1.00,lsample.
The above are only those elements run on a routine basis by.our
laboratory. Prices and sensitivities for elements not ligted, or
prices for lower sensitivities than those listed can be obtained upon
r.equest.

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY .STATION / CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608
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and core samp.1es:
At the present

> . ·.

time, we do

to prepare these sa:mp les.
,, ,/,

,\ ',

',,

'',' <' ,"'

',:':_',',':

and strea.m samples.:.
.• ·
Drying: Paper ·or. clot:ti bags ;_ __ -=- ___ :..,.:. .$0.15/sampl.e<
·
··
Plastic bags -""."...;~;.. ____ _,..;.""..;. ___ · o. 25/Sclmple
.:. ... _..:. -;;.. :. __ :...., _--:-...;~ _;,.._ --.:..:.. ~ -,.. ._ o·~ 3 51 samp.le

or

based oq unit dei;ermina.tiqns., Firms
indiV!d~ais
our services for a gµar&nteed numb.er of salll.pl~s ,. a.nd/or.
number of. deterininations from each saniple, · will receive
cost reductions.··
· ·
·
·

April 9, 1969

Mr . Robert S . Young, President
North American Exploration, Inc .
Box 3235 University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Dear Mr . Young:
Thank you for your letter of April 2,, 1969
and the monitoring samp le proposal . We appreciate
the effort that you have put into it . We will review
it at the next Maine Mining Bureau meeting 1it~in
the next ten days . We look forward to seeing you in
Aug usta in the next-'week or two .
Very truly yours,

MAI NE :MINING BU EAU

~obert G. Doyle
Administrator
pf .

-·.
NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.

·.

'\

·.

GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:
It is our pleasure to submit the following bid for chemical
analys e s on the pollution control project that you outlinsd in our
telephone conference of March 24th. I am including herewith certain
information Telating to the general subject that we developed in researching your proposal.
Our bid is based on the following conditions:
( 1)
( 2)

(3)

A minimum of 1,500 samples per year for two yea.rs;
Each sample is to be tested, by atomic absorption
spectrophd:Dmetry, for zinc,copper, lead and iron;
Analysis will be completed within ten .:S.ays after
receipt of the samples in Charlottesville, Virgin:La.

The following prices will apply:
Sample Preparation:
( 1)
( 2)

(3)
(4)

( 5)

Fresh, saline or salt water
n/c
Bottom sediments:
a. dried, sieved, in vials
n/c
b. dried, in bags
$0. 35 ea.
Hard parts of organisms, drying, crushing,
,lt-O ea.
sieving, vials
Soft parts of organisms, homogenjzing
.05 ea.
Sep aration of soft from hard p~rts of organisms
. 25 ea.

Chemica l Analysis (Perkin-Elmer Model 303 Atomic Absorption
- Spectrophotometer ):
( 1)

( 2)
(3)
(4)

Fresh, saline, sa lt water
Bottom sedimGnts
Ha. rd parts of organisms
Soft pB.rts of organisms

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATIOi'l /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGl1'111\ / 22903 /

$ 1.25
2. 50
2.50
3.00

PHONF. 703 / 973-5608

Nr. Robert G. Doyle
Apri 1 2, 1969
Page 2
The literature is confusing as to the proper method of preparing organisms, such as clams or oysters,for chemical analysis. In
an effort to resolve the confusion, Mr. Foss contacted Dr. John
Brehmer, Pollution Control expert with the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science , and the following points came to our attention:
(1)

Do not use a single organism as a sample as large variances
in the metal content of individuals have been recorded; a
11
samp le 11 should consist of approximately twenty-five organisms;

(2)

There are three parts of molluscs which may be separated
and tested:
a.
b.
c.

the shell (hard parts)
the edible portion (soft parts)
the mantle (this is a 11 soft part", but contains sand
and. other ma tte,r; it should net be included iivi th the
edible portion ai it is extremely anomalous in heavy
meta ls);

(3)

As possible pollution is the point being examined, the
edible parts should be tested separately;

(L~)

If necessary, the mantle should be included with the hard
parts;

(5)

Ashing is not an acceptable procedure for heavy metal
determinations in organisms;

(6)

The twenty-five sets of soft parts should be homogenized
and a representative sample utilized in testing;

(7)

Some labor atories freeze-dry organic specimens prior to
digestion for analysis, but this is not a necessary step;

(8)

The U. S. Public Health Dept. recommends the following
maximum metal concentrations for interstate transportation
of shellfish:
l,500 ppm Zinc
100 ppm Copper
therefore, the edible portions of most specimens will
probably have concentrations relatively close to these
figur es ;

(9)

Concentrations of meta ls should be report ed as "parts per
million wet weight of edible portion'', not a s dry weight
concentration.

Mr. Robert G. D~yle
Apri 1 2, 1969
Page 3
As a conseque n ce of the foregoing data, we propose that the
organic sample consist of appro xima tely twenty-five shellfish, and
that the ~dible portion be separated, homogenized in a blender, an~
then digested. The remainder of the organism will be tested as the
"non-edible portion 11 , aft er being crushed and homogenized.
Sample Preparation for Shipment
Liquid samples:

These should be placed in plastic screwtop bottles and
packed carefully for shipment. Bottles similar to the
following, which are available from Fisher Scientific
Co., would be quite satisfactory:
Nalgene #2006 - these are $0.18 each.
Bottom sediments:
a.
b.

dried, and in bags (charge for sample preparation) or
dried, disaggregated, si.eved, and the minus 60 r,nesh
fraction placed in plastic (5 dram) vials - availa ble
from Bangor Drug Co., or local drug stores.

Organisms:

Note:

a.

separated in Maine;
(1) blen~ed in Maine and shipped in the type bottle
described under 11 liquid samples,"(ON ICE); or
(2) shipped in plastic bags, (ON IC~), by Air Freight.

b.

ship whole organisms, on ice, by Air Freight. Keep
organisms representing a sample site together in a
labeled plastic bag (preferable to us).

the portions of the orga nisms tha t will spoil will not be stored
for future reference, exc ept by request.

We feel confident tha t we can offer you sup erior s er vice in
this important proje c t, should you deci de to a c cept this proposa l.
Than:{ you for the opportunity to bid on this work .
. .-)
Ver :/ t ruly yo-i.n;s ._!,
,,
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_,.,Rob er t S. Yoimg
Pr es id e nt
RSY/ mlw
cc:

D. W. Foss
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
.GEOLOGY

April 2, 1969 ~-

.. GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

I

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330

I

Dear Mr. Doyle:
. It is our pleasure to submit the following bid for chemical
:,;il.na.lyses on the pollution control project that you outlined in our
t.elephone confer.ence of' March 24th. I am including herewith certain
information relating to .the general. subject that we developed in re,..
searchfng your. proposa 1.
·

l

Our bid is based on the.following conditions:
(1)
(2)

(3)

1
f

A minimum of 1,500 sa.lllples per year for two years;

l

Each sample is to be tested, by atomic absorption,
spect:rophd:nmetry, ' for zinc., copper, lead and iro:n.;
Analysis will .be· completed within ten .days after.
.
receipt of the samples in CharlottE3sville, Virginia •.

I
r
I

The following pr.ices wi.11 apply:
Sample Prepara tio:ri:
(1)
(2)

(3}

(4)
( 5)

Fresh, saline or salt water
:n/c
B.ottbmsediments:
a .• dried, sieved, in vials
n/c
b. d:ried, in bags
$0.35
Ha:rd parts of orga.nisms, drying, crushint?;,
sieving, . vials
.~
6oftpart 9 of organisms, homogenizing
.05
Separation of. soft from bard parts of organisms
• 25

I

•l

l
1

ea.

ea. f
ea.· :·-,
ea.

1

Chemical_ Ana.lysis {Perkin-Elmer Model 303 Atomic Absorption
·
Spectrophotometer) : .

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

I.

BOX 3235 .UNIVERSITY STATION

I
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2.50
2.50

3.00
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CHARLOTTESVltLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 /
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l

$1.25

Fresh, saline, salt ;;ater
Bottom sediments
Hard parts of organisms
Soft parts of organisms

f

PHQNE 703 / 973-5608
...
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Mr. Robert G. Dpyle
April 2, 1969
Page 2
.
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The 1iterature'is cpnfu$ing.as.·t9 the •. prqp~r. nretb.od Or. pre--..
paring .Orj?;anisms{ such.as clams or.oysters,·ror ·c.:tie1!1ic~L a,.nalysis. I:ri.
a:r:i. e:ffprt to resolve the con:fJ'fl;sion, Mr .. Fpss. oonta.?te.d Dr~ J'.obn,
l?renm~:r,. Pol'.4ution Control, expert with j;be 1lirginfa .Iristitute of Marine
SciencE:, <3.nd tbe following points oame to our att€3ntiol).:
·
.

.

.

Do.not use a single organism as a. sample as large variances
in the metal c.ontent of individuals· have been recorded; a ·
11 samplen should consist of approximately. twenty,.;.five . .or~
ganisms;
.·
. . .
.

There are th:ree parts of molluscs
and tested:
·
a.

the shell (hard p~rts)
..
b. the edible. portion (soft parts.)
·
•. •.
.·
c • . the mantle (this 1s a 11 soft part 11 , but contains. sand·
and other matter; . it .should not be included with the
edible portion as it is e:Xtremely·. anomalous ill .h~avy:
me.ta ls);
·· · · ·

As possible :pollution is the. point being examined, the
edible .pa1tts. sno·uld be :tested :aeparately; ·
·
f necessa:ryr th . . • ··. .. . . .
· . -~
•· ·.. >
arts·
.
,-,'"

;

'

Ashing i~ .nO:t an a:cceptable procedure for
fleterminati.ons ih or,gartisms; · . .
T:he twen:ty~fi ve . sets o.f .soft parts should be hom~genized
and a representative sample utili"zed .in tes;t:ing;

Some labo;~tories fre~ze-dry organic specimens prior tQ .
digestion ·for analy:sis, but. this is not a neces~a.ry step;
The u. s~ PUJJlic Health Dept/ 1'ecommends the: follo;wing
maximum metal concentrations for i.nterstat'e tra.fls:Portat·ion
. of shellfisll:
. .
.
..
.
.
1,5-00 .ppm Zinc
100 ppm ,Oopper
fore, the ,edible :portions . of·
obably have 6oncent:rati.ons · · · ·
gures·
·....
'
~.;..,,.,,,.,:7',;

·

','.'/,

. ;'< ,i,

.

·

· ·
' :

· · •·•
:''

,, ', ,>·',,'

·

"

Concentrations of! metals should be reported: as parts per.•
million wet weight of edible portion'1 ,: }lOt as dry weight
concentration~
·
0

Mr. Robert G. DDyle
April 2, 1969
Page 3
As a consequence of the foregoing data, we propose that the
organic sample consist of approximately twenty-five shellfish, and
that the edible portion be separated, homogenized in a blender, and
then digested. The remainder of the organism will be tested as the
"non-edible portion'', after being crushed and homogenized.
Sample Preparation for Shipment
Liquid samples:
These should be placed in plastic screwtop bottles and
packed carefully for shipment. Bottles similar to the
following, which are available from Fisher Scientific
Co., would be quite satisfactory:
Nalgene #2006 - these are $0.18 each.
Bottom sediments:
a.
b.

dried, and in bags (charge for sample preparation) or
dried, disaggregated, sieved, and the minus 60 mesh
fraction placed in plastic (5 dram) vials - available
from Bangor Drug Co., or local drug stores.

Organisms:

Note:

a.

separated in Maine;
(1) blended in Maine and shipped in the type bottle
described under "liquid samples,"(ON ICE); or
(2) shipped in plastic bags, (ON ICE), by Air Freight.

b.

ship whole organisms, on ice, by Air Freight. Keep
organisms representing a sample site together in a
labeled plastic bag (preferable to us).

the portions of the organisms that will spoil will not be stored
for future reference, except by request.

We feel confident that we can offer you superior service in
this important project, should you decide to accept this proposal.
Thank you for the opportunity to bid on this work .
.

u~~

Robert S. Yo~
President
RSY/mlw
cc:

D. W. Foss

(.,/C/V
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~bruary 27, _1969

Robert S. Young
North American Exploration cg_.___/
Box 3235, University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Dear Bob:
I was sorry not to have seen more of you in Washington but I
got involved with the National Science Foundation and spent less
time with the convention than I would have liked. There are still
many things I would like to discuss with you and hope that perhaps
in Toronto we will have more time.
I would, in any event, like to acknowledge receipt of the
geochemical sample analysis. We are plotting the data now and
should have it ready for distribution within the next two or
three weeks.
Your method of presentation to us was excellent, as
ever. Your bill has been submitted to Dick Hebert for payment.
I don't believe that I thanked you for sending up the Separate
which you prepared for the ore deposits book. It is a nice clean
piece of work and represents the State very very well. We have
moved a long way in the last ten years thanks, in large part, to
your efforts.
Mary Jean joins me in sending our best regards and hope that
we will see you in Toronto.
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD:pm

February 3 , 1969

Dr . Robert S . Young , Pres .
~ Amer i can ~ploration Co .
Box 3235
University Station
Charlottesville , Va .
22903
Dear Dr . Young :
About a week ago , during a meeting with Mr . Doyle ,
he mentioned that you were planni ng to end some analysis
results soon . Bob would apprec iate receiving these results
as he would like to publish something on this by late spring .
Please do what·you can to get them to him .

I would like to take this opportunit y to make a brief
conment on the February 14th meeting at Colby . I believe
you are the only individual with N. A. E . that has received a
formal invitation . I .would hope that you wi ll pass on the
inyitation to attend the meeting to all your people here in
Maine . They are all most certai nly welcome .
Yours very truly ,
MAINE (;EOLOOICAL SURVEY

Frank M. Blackett , Jr .
Office Manager
FMB : pf '

August 26, 1968

. Dr. Ro bert Young
North American Exploration
Greenville , Mai ne
Dear Dr. Young:
Thi s le-t:ter is a grateful acknouledgement of your kind
reception in Greenville on August 23. The ¥aine Geological
Survey appreciates the time that you spent with our geochemical
crew and the in ormative discussion of geochemistry and geochemical prospecting. The State is aware of the many contribv.tions
you have made in the area of hard mineral exploration and is
reassured by the presence of men of yource alibre.
Very truly yours,
i:1AINE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Walter A. An erson
WAA:bw

cc. James K. Keefe

GEO LOGY
GEO PH YS ICS
GEOCHEMI STRY
I

P. o. Box 681
Greenville, ME
June 18, 1968

Mr. Rob ert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Maine Geological Survey
Dept. of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Mr. Doyle:

We have your letter of June 1 0 informing us that NAE
has been chosen, pending approval of a c ontract by the
Governor's Council, to conduct analyses of the samples
coming from the Rangeley Geochemical Program.
We appreciate your selecting this Company f o r this
contract and look forward to working with you.

~ l y yours, ~...__-./
Roberts.
President
j af per RSY

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 /

973-5608

May 14, 1968

..I

· Mr. Garnett Gatlin
J!g.rth Americap Exploration Co.

P.O . Bo

185

.

Jacknan Station, Mai ne

Dear Mr. Gatlin:
The Geological Survey would like to order 200
paper geocheI~ical !';a1:iple bags. Please send to this
- office as soon as poss'ble and bill accordingly.

This order· .has been approved by i>lr. Robert Young.

Very truly yours;
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Jerri Black (Miss)
Secretary

JB

1
'

April 23, 1968

Mr. Garnett A. Gatlin
North American Exploration Co.
' P • O . Box 18 5.
Jackman Station, Maine
Dear Mr. Gatlin:
ThiG letter acknowledges the recording of 9 min~ng
claims staked by Garnett A. Gatlin, Prospector's Permit
68-25, for the North American Exploration Co ., Prospector's
Permit 68-76 , covering part of public lot "C" in T2-R4,
County of Somerset, Maine, at 8;15 A.M., EST, on Thursday,
April 18, 1968.

The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 2542, 2544-2549,
and 2573-2574 inclusive , corresponding with your numbers
2542, 2544-2549, and 2573-2574 inclusive. · Mining Bureau
claim tags, to be affixed to the appropriate corner or
witness posts for your claims, have been previous_ly issued
to you.
The above numbered claims are valid until December 31,
1968.

Payment of $18.00 in recording fees is hereby
acknowledged as received in check #79, signed by Garnett
A. Gatlin .
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

March 5, 1968

Garnett Auman Gatlin
North American Exploration Co ..

P.O. Dox 185
JacJ:1:tan Station, Maine

Dear Hr. Gatlin~
This letter acknowledges the recording of 20 mining
claims staked by Garnett Gatlin, Prospector's Permit 68-25,
for the North American Exploration Co., Prospector's Permit,
68-76, covering Public Lot C, in T2-R4, Somerset County,
Maine, at 8: 30 A •. 1., EST, on Monc).ay, March 4, 1968.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 2551--2770 inclusive r
cor~esp.onding consecutively with your numbers 2551-2770,
inclusive. Min ing Bureau claim tags, to be affixed to the
appropriate ·corner or Hitnoss posts for your claims, have
been previously issued to you.
Th~ above numbered claims are valid until December 31,

1963.
Payment of $40. 00 in recording fees is hereby acknowle<~<Jed
as received in check signed by Garnett Gatlin.

_very truly

ours,

MAINE GLOLOGICAL , SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

February 12, 1968

Garnett Auman Gatlin
North American ,Exploration Coo
P. o. Box 185
Jackman Station, Maine
Dear Mr. Gatlin:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 14 mining
claims staked by Garnett Gatlin, Prospcctor 1 s Permit 68-25,
for the NOrth American Exploration Co., Prospector's Permit,
68--76, covering Moxie Pond, Town of Moxie, T2-R4, Somerset
County, Maine, at 9:10 A.M., EST, on Tuesday, January 30,
1968.
The i:-1 ining Bureau claim numbers are 2575, 2588-2600
inclusive, corres·ponding consecutively with your numbers
2575, 2588-2600 inclusive. Mining Bureau claim tags, to
b e affixed to the appropriate corner or witness posts for your
claims, have heen previously issued to you.
The above numbered claims are valid until December 31,

1968.
Payment of $?8.00 in recording fees is hereby scknowledged
as received in check signed by Garnett Gatlin.
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

January 3, 1968

Mr. Garnett Auman Gatlin

P. o. Box 185
Jad.-..rnan Station, Maine
Dear Mr. Gatlin:

This letter acknowledges the recording of 12 mining
claims staked by Garnett Gatlin, Prospector's Permit 67--25,
for the North American Exploration, Inc., Prospector's Permit
67-104 y covering public lot f~6 in T2 RS, Somerset County,
Maine, at 11:00 A.M., EST, on F·riday, December 22, 1967.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 2576-2587 inclusive,
corresponding consecutively with your numbers 2576-2587 inclusive.
Hining Bureau claim tags, to be affixed to the appropriate corner
or witness posts for your claims, have been previously issued to
you in hand.

The above numbered claims are valid until December 31,
1967.
Payment of $24.00 in recording fees is hereby acknowledged
as received by check signed by Garnett Gatlin.

Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Administrator
RGD:gb

January 3, 1968

Mro Garnett Auman Gatlin
P. o. Box 185
Jq.cknan Station, Haine ·
Dear Mr. Gatlin:
This letter acknm"1ledges the rene·wal cf 12 mining claim.::i
staked by Garnett Gatlin, Prospector's Permit 68--25, for the
North ~.merican Exploration, Inc., Prospector's Permit 68--76,
covering public lot #6 in T2 RS, Somerset County, Mainer at
11:00 A.M., EST, on Friday, Decero~er 22, 1967.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 2576--2587 inclusive 1
corr0sponding consecutively with your numbers 2576-2587 inclusive.
Since these claims were staked after November 1, 1967, they are
valid through December 31, 1968.

Payment of $24.00 in recording fees is hereby acknowledged
as received by check signed by Garnett Gatlin .
Very truly yours,
MAINE MINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
AdHinistrator
RGD:gb
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December 12, 1967

Mr. R. E. Rohn
Humble Oil & Refining Co.
Minerals Department
Box 2180
Houston, Texas 27001
Dear Dick:
As you may
staking in T4R7
enclosing a map
22 claims which

already know, there are 3 public lots open for
(Bradstreet), Somerset County, Maine. I am
showing the general and specific location of
are of great interest, currently.

These claims are currently under "protest'', having been
staked by both Scott and a Canadian syndicate. Under the law,
Seott i s obviously in default, and sinc e QQ assessment work has
been done on these claims in 1967, they will be up for grabs
12:01 a.m., January 1. I suggest that we stake those claims
on January 1.
The justification is two fold: (1) M0S2-bearing quartzmonzonite outcrop s on or very near claim #3237, and (2) the
v ery proximity of the claim block to existing geochemical anomalies.
By the way, the law precludes staking by either Noranda or
Sc ott until March 1968.
The staking can be dom; by NORAMEX or through a nominee,
and the mineral r ights transferred to Humble.
May I have your immediate advice?
Best regards,

;~11"-R.

s.

Young

RSY/cv
Enc.

nox

3235 UNIVERSITY STATION / CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608

Jul~• 5, 19(7

•.::...:·. l,<.b.:..rt ~- -:.:our!'j, :i.'n.:!L~::..J.::rt
~~!)r.1ericau ...... :.q.,:i.o.raj:.io1 _ Co.

~f;J.cl.r.,;,,n Stu.ti on, . :1uinc

1 \ns:1 ·i:o ,2.Jvi.:c you ·chat upo;:i receipt of your
:.. c,1_ t.e;:·- c.: Juno.a; L!, J_9G 7; t~1e total asser.;sment has betm
:~1·crea 3ec. °iJy th~ ,).i~'iOtmt o:!: ;>l,1.75.47 c::.s v.. ::c:Jul~ o:: later
,:;.::tL::::.. 1;~=-C: for :.:ot.~· :J.:oj .::.:·.: c0·, r.~11j ._:;,_;ser;snc.mt l,mi.·'\ o !
you:;- claius p::-i ...::t..:a;j. .'(,!,<~, A·:'.:.c ....1 _';J\::1shin, Somerset
Cc,1:.nty. ~1~i:-:.c.

~=

'l'.:.i:J is to ac;.,10,i·,_ ~...i':J(. .:11-c.: t.:·w i.:l.:.,ovu m:10unt
, udeCL to the :,;.Jj . i'i.i 1.1r.-,.scn-;.:.:L..1 on uur records
,.z~::c8sr,1.~n-t money ;)anJ~Cu yain~,;: futu:::::-~ aEi~css. ent
'l'lle total aGsessment amount banked again::;t future
is now $1,221.12.
,J0<.;11

Very trul1' .1ours,
MAINE .MI.JING i3UREAU

Robert G. Doyle
SGcretary
.. GD;gb

ha ..,
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATIO
GEOLOGY
GEO PHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Secretary
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. · Doyle:
With reference to our letter of April 21, 1967, and attached cos t
schedule, pertaining to assessment work on our claims on Attean Pond,
Attean Twp., Somerset County, I wish to offer the follot'7ing amendment.
Statements totalling $1,175.47 (One Thousand One Hundred Seventy-five
Doll a rs and Forty-seven Cents), covering equipment rental (snow vehicles)
for the geophysical and drilling programs on the pond, have been paid since
the date of the original cost estimate. May I request that this amount be
added to the $45 . 65 pres ently banked against fut ure assessment work, as
stated in your letter of April 28, 1967 .
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
yours,

/fl~:YRobert S. Young, Pres.
c c:

V. A. Oi Ile

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608

April 28, 1 9G 7

Dr. Robert S. Young
!.'Jort h Aiaerican ::.: ·1)loration, T r-; c •
.Jox 3235 University Stat ion
Charlottesville, Vir~inia 22903
Dee.r Dr. Young:

T1is letter acknowledges r ece i p t of y our stntenon t
of assessr:1ent wo r L on t '.1e claim :.;lock cove ring t e o v crwatc r
are:;:a of Attean Ponti , Attean Tmvnshi p, Soia..::: r sct County, l-Ia i:ae .
I wi sh to advise you t~1at t J,.e clair( s li stc-;d i n the fo llowi :..g
paragrap1 have hc:en r cnewca for 1 96 7 as a r csul t of t i1c
aE,scssme:n t wo r k como l eted in the amount of $ 19, 045 . (,5 . At.
$500 . 00 per cla i m, ihis allows your r enew l of 38 min i g
claims. Tl"e $4 5. 65 a,noun t will J;e banked aga i nst futur e
aSSt)S Si"llC!n t

Hort.

'l'~ic following i s a list of t ho cl aims on A.t t can Pond
whic 1 will ~;G rcmewcc..."i in the na •.tE: of f; orth Ame rica n .Cx:=·,loratio n,
Inc., P r ospe ctor' s Pe r r it tG 7- 1 04:

3304 - 3315
3321- 332 9
3335 ·- 33 4 1
3356 - 3361
3367-337 0

inclus ive
inclus ive
inclusive
inclus ive
inclusiv G

I suggest that your co l,pany s u br.,i ·_ a c heck for $76. 00
to cover t.i1.e r enm,al fee for 38 claims.
'l 'l18se cla i ms .::ire i n
gooct s ta11ci ing, but p r m111-' t rcc,:;i _t of your c~-ic,ck will as::,ure
caintenance of t he ir pos ition.
Yours v e ry truly,
MAI NE ½I ~ I NG riURLAU

Robert G. Dovle
Secrf~ tar y

RGD:gb

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
As a result of a significant amount of assessment work
performed by this company on our block o~ claims on Attean Pond, Attean Township, Somerset County, Maine, we
hereby apply for the right to retain thirty-eight (J8)
claims for the remainder of calendar 1967. This work was
carried out during the months of January, February and
March, 1967, under the conditions of the ice-out extension
granted by the Bureau.
·
Attached hereto is an affadav~t documenting the expenditure of Nineteen Thousand Forty-five Dollars and Sixtyfive Cents ($19,045.65) which applied directly to this
project. The expenditures are shown in general categories; however, we are prepared to supply detailed accounting, should you so desire. According to the Maine
Mining Law, the expenditure of this total sum will allow
us to retain thirty-eight claims of the group originally
staked.
Following is a listing of the claims that we wish to retain; an accompanying map shows the locations of the individual claims.

JJ04-JJ15 inclusive

3321-3329
3335-3341
3356-3361
3367-3370

inclusive
inclusive
inclusive
inclusive

Also attached are: (1) the significant portion of an induced polarization survey which covered the entire lake
surface, and (2) drill hole sections for two core holes
completed under the IP anomaly. Because of the highly

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

April 21, 1967
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Att: Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES ACCOUNTED DIRECTLY TO THE

EVALUATION OF ATTEAN POND CLAIMS, ATTEAN TOWNSHIP,

SOMERSET COUNTY, MAINE.

Contractural Services:
Northeast Soil Services, Inc.
Mineral Surveys, Inc.

$3697.75
6~35.06

$10

J0.81

North American Exploration Costs:
Salaries, equipment rental,
off1ee costs, living expenses,
mileage, misc. supplies
Grand Total

$8614.84

I certify that the foregoing information is correct and
that the said expenditures were ma.de to evaluate the
claims held by this company on Attean Pond.

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION / CHARLOTTESVltLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608

PHONE 703 .Pii .
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February 15, 1967

Mr. Donald McKinnon
520 Tamarack Street
Timmins, Ontario ·
Dear Mr. McKinnon:
I wish to advise you that the 22 mining claims,
numbers 1 - 22 inclusive, which you staked on January 19,
1967, have been recorded in this office. Time and date
of recording was 3:00 P.M., February 7, 1967. Under
separate cover, I am sending cl.aim tags to you at your
Timmins address.
In a letter to ~.IX'. Bragagnolo, dated
Februari 6, I acknowledged rec~ipt of checks totaling
$44.00 covering the staking fees.
These claims will be
held in your name until December 31, 1967.
As you undoubtedly recognize, there are two sets of
stak i ng on this public lot. A copy of the opinion from
the Attorney General's office is enclosed.

Very truly yours,
MAINE 1-'IINING BUREAU

Robert G. Doyle
Sec retary
RGD:gb
Enc.

TELEPHONE 264 - 1285

EV ANS, BRAGAGNOLO, SULLIVAN & GORDON
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
OFFl.::ES AT

TIMM INS & COCHRANE

REPLY TO:

RINO C. BRAGAGNOLO, B .A .
GERARD C . EVANS. Q .C . . B.A .
!AN M . GORDON , L . L . B .
GARRY J . SULLIVAN. B .A .
FRED J . ARTHUR, B ,A ., L.L . B.

251 THIRD AVENUE

TIMMlr'lS
ONTARIO

February 13th, 1967

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Secretary,
Maine Mining Bureau,
Department of Economic Development,
Augusta, Maine,
U. S. A.

Dear Sir:
Re:

Donald McKinnon - Mine Claims

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of February 6th.
Please forward Claim Tags to Mr. Donald McKinnon, 520 Tamarack
Street, Timmins, Ontario, Canada.
Yours very truly,

RCB:HP

RINO C. BRAGAGNOLO

STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To _ _~R~o_b~e_r_t_ G
~ -~ D~o_y.....__l~e~,~ S
~ e_c_r_e_ t _a_r~Y~
From

Date

February 7, 1967

Dept. ____M
_a_i_· _n_e_ M
_i_· _n_i_n_g"'--B
_ u_r_e_a_u____

Leon V. Walker~ Jr . , Assistant

~i-

This is in reply to your memo of February 1 with regar
the conflicting claims on the public lot in T4 R7.
You state that as of Octob er , 1966 , East Range-Noranda held
all 22 claims in T4 R7 , with Scott Paper Co . having a fractional
interest by virtue of a wri t ten lease, the terms of which are
not disclosed.
The claims lapsed on December 31 , 1966 , because
of the failure of the claim owner to perform the required
investigatory work . On January 1 , 1967 , Scott Paper Co. filed
claims , which were accepted by the Mining Bureau , and were
recorded . On January 31 , 1967 , one Donald McKinnon filed on
the same 22 claims , contending that since Scott had an interest
in the 1966 claims, it could not file 1967 claims because
10 M. R . S . A . § 2103 (9) provides that no person or corporation
holding the claim immediately prior to date of lapse may relocate
on the same area for a period of 60 days.
The Mining Bureau has
not yet recorded McKinnon's claims .
It would appear from the Mining Bureau law that the Bureau
does not h ave the discretion to refuse to record a claim, even
though filed after the recording of another claim .
There is nothing in the statute to indicate that the Bureau
should rule on conflicting claims.
This office feels that the dispute
is one for decision in the courts , and should not be the subject
of a ruling by the Attorney General.

Le;~~ -?}w~ ~
Assistant Attorney General
LVWJr:H

• .

C

.,
' O N E. 4)64-1 2 8 5
TELEPH

EVANS, BRAGAGNOLO. SULLIVAN & GORDON

e,......,.-.,_. f'~

BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
O FFICE S

AT

TIM M I NS

8: CO C HR A NE

REPLY TO :
GER A RD C . EVANS , Q . C .. B .A .
RINO C . BRAG A GNOLO . B.A.
G ARR Y J . SULLIV A N , B .A .
JAN M . G ORDON, L . L . B .
FRED J . ARTHUR . B .A .. L.L . B.

2 51 THIRD A V ENUE

TIMMINS
ONT AR IO

January 31st, 1967

Mr. Robert Doyle, Esquire,
State Geologist,
Department of Economic Development,
Augusta, Maine
U. S. A.

Dear Sir:
Re:

Donald McKinnon - Prospector 1s Pennit No. 67-13

I have for acknowledgement your telegram of today's date.
We enclose herewith our cheque in the amount of $2.00 in payment
of the balance of recording fee.
Yours very truly,

RCB:HP

Encl. (cheque )

RIN0 C. BRAGAGN0L0

TELEPHONE 264-1 2 8 5

EVANS, BRAGAGNOLO, SULLIVAN & GORDON
BARRISTF::RS & SOLICITORS
OF FI CES

AT

TI MM IN S

8:

C O CH R A NE

REPLY TO :
RINO C . BRAGAGNOLO . 8 .A .
GERARD C. EVANS . Q . C .. B .A .
IAN M . GORDON . L . L . El .
GARRY J . SULLI V AN . B .A .
FRED J. A RTHUR . B .A .. L . L . B .

Janua
Robert Doyle, Esquire
State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
Augusta, Maine
U.S.A.
Dear Sir:
Re: Donald McKinnon - Prospector's Permit No. 67-13
I enclose herewith Application to record the staking out of claims no. 1 to 22
inclusive T4R7 (Bradstreet) County of Somerset, Maine, together with attached sketch
and certified cheque in the amount of $42.00 in U.S. funds payable to the Department
representing the required recording fees. My client, Mr. McKinnon is asking that
the claims be recorded notwithstanding the prior recording of claims staked by Scott
Paper Company Limited on January 1st, 1967.

Mr. McKinnon is protesting the staking of the ground by Scott Paper Company
Limited by virtue of the provisions of Section 2103 (9) The Maine Mining Law title
10, Chapter 401 R.S.M. 1964. The above Section provides that no person or corporation
holding the claim immediately prior to the date of lapse or abandonment, may relocate
the same area for a period of 60 days.
It is our information that Scott Paper Company Limited had a recorded interest in
the said claims prior to December 31st, 1966 when the ground came open for staking and
re-staked the same ground on January 1st, 1967 in contravension of the aforementioned
Section.

Our client is accordingly disputing the said staking of Scott Paper Company
Limited and seeks recording of the enclosed application.
Should you require anything further in this matter, please advise.
Yours very truly,

RCB :SO
Encl.
R E GI S T E RE D

MA IL

FormH

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR PROSPECTING

These presents certify that

North American Explora tion , I nc.

~.?...

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ...~.?.:::.~.~·~····· ··············, dated ...~'.'.Y.~
... ..

1

~.~..?..~.. . ... , is authorized by

......

the

~,1ame
· M'mmg
· Bureau t o use mach'mery an d expI0s1ves
,
f or prospect·mg on cIaim
· ( s ) No . .....................................................
2801 - 28 8 2 incl
.
.

1v

3301 - 3 ~..Qg······~·l~?..!..:. .., in the Town of ........~~."f::.~.~?....................., County of ..... §.?..~ ~.! ..~.~·~···························, during the period

····q·~·~·~·~E¥......!. !.......!..~.§.?.... to .....P..~.?..~~ .~.1=-....} .! ..r. ......!.~.?.~

in accordance with the provisions of the Maine

Mining Law.

D escription of authorized methods:

Diamon d drilling.

J a nuar y 1, 1967
Date

g~.~

Maine Mining Bureau

·· · ·

Nov~mbcr 16 , 1966

Mr . John Delaney
North American Explorat i on Cao
- 102 Cr -• sap Road·

Charlottc.svillc , Virg i nia
Dear John :
.i\s you requ .s'ccd from Bob , I am sending
along lJO claim tags , numbe:,re<l 2501 through .
2600. We'll look forwarC to hearing where
you put th .m, and h pc th ' t some ore underlies

at l~as- one of them .
v~ry truly yours,
KI\INE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Frede.rick M. Beck
Geologist
FMB : gb

\
\

\
\

#/J-

PHONE 703-293-9847

N orth American Exploration, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
22903

Po. o. Box 185
Jackman Sta., Me.
June 15, 1966
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Secretary
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed you will find the following items:
(1)

One index map showing the locations of forty (40) claims staked
for North American Exploration, Inc. in Hobbstown T4R6 BKP WKR,
Somerset County, Maine;

(2) Forty copies of your Form C, Application to Record the Staking
Out of a Claim, to cover the claims shown on the subject map;
(3) a photograph of J. R. Delaney on the mutual corner of Claims

3019, 3020, 3272, and 3274;
(4) our check #214 in the amount of Eighty Dollars ($80.00) to · cover
recording costs.
I trust that you will find these items in proper order.
Thank you for your cooperation.

7;:l:;?J:~y
Roberts. Young, President

Encl. (43)
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June 21, 1966

Dr .. Roberts. Young
P.O. Box 185
Jacl<ma.n Station 9 Maine
De r Dr . Young:

This let:ter acknowl dg
the recording of 40 contiguous
mining claim
taked by John R. Delaney, Prospector ' s P rmit
66- 143, covering public lots in Township 4 0 Range 6, . Somerset
County~ Maine; at 2:30 P . J.>i o , E.D.S.T., on June 20, 1966 .
-heDe claims li ted belo ~ have been staked in th name
of North American Exploration , Inc . ~ ~rospector ' s Permit 66- 104 .
The Mining Bur u claim number
e 3113, 3115- 3120 , 3006a3025,
3054-3062, 3272, 327l, 3269, 3270; corresponding to your. claim
number • - Mining Bureau cl im tag , to be affixed ·to the
ppropri te corn r or witne spots for' your claimsw have been
previously i sued to you in hand o

Payment of $80 . 00 in r cording fee0 is her by acknowle ged
a rec ived in Check No . 214, dated June 15, and slgned by
Robert S . Young o
Yours very truly i

Robert G.. Doyle, Secretary

Maine Mining Bureau

RGD:gb

April 18, 1966

Dr. Robert S. Young
Uni l'"'rsity of Virginia
Box 3235 - University Station
Charlottesville, Va. 22903
Dear Dr. Young:

This letter acknowledges . the recording of 258 mining
claims staked by Rober~ 3 . Young, P:ospcctors Permit 66- 5
fo the Ncrth American Exploration, Inc., Prospec·tors Permit
66- 104; 182 contiguous claims covering the overwater area
of Attcan ?.ond, in the town of Attean~ Somerset County, Maine;
and 76 contiguous claims covering the overwater area of the
southern half of Wood Pond, tm,m of Attean, Somerset County,
Maine; at 10 : 30 A. M. EST, on April 11, 1966.
The Mining Bureau claim nu;ll.l)ers are 2883- 2958 inclusive;
covering the over-water area of the southern half of Wood Pond,
town of Attean, Somerset County, Maine; 2801- 2882 inclusive,
and 3301 - 3400 inclusive; covering the overwater area of Attean
Pond 7 town of Ati::ean, Somerset County, Maine; corresponding
with your claim numbers 2883- 2958 inclusive; coverin~ the over water area of the southern half of Wood Pond, town of Attean,
Somerset County, Maine, and claim numbers 2801 - 2882 inclusive,
and 3301- 3400 inclusive; covering the ovcrwater area of Attean
Pond, town of Attean, Somerset County, Maine • . ining Bureau
claim tags, to be affixed to the appropriate corner or witness
posts for your claims, have been previously issued to you in
hand .
Payment of $516.00 in recording fees is hereby acknow- .
ledged as received in check #119, dated April 9, 1966, signed
by Robert S. Young .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle , Secretary
Maine Mining Bureau

RGD/ms

l!

02:7 -

-

L .5'2
April 11, 1966

Dr. Robert S. Young
University of Virginia
Box 3235 - University Station
Charlottesville, Va . 22903
Dear Dr. Young:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 258 mining
claims staked by Robert S. Young, Prospectors Permit 66- 5,
for the North American Exploration, Inc . , Prospectors
Permit 66 - 104, covering the overwater area of Attean Pond,
in the town of Attean, Somerset County, Maine at 10:30 A.M .
EST, on April 11, 1966 .
The Mining Bureau claim n bers are 2883- 2958 inclusive;
{2801 - 2882 inclusive; 3301- 3400 inclusive; corres on.ding con ~
secutively with your claim numbers 2883- 2958 inclusive;
2801- 2882 inclusive; 3301- 3400 inclusive . Mining Bureau
claim tags, to be affixed to the appropriate corner or witness
posts for your claims, have been previously issued to you in
hand .
Payment of $516 . 00 in recording fees is hereby acknowledged as received in check $119, dated April 9, 1966, signed
by Robert S . Young .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, Secretary
Maine Mining Bureau
RGD/ms

•
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STATE HOUSE

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330

( 207 ) 623-451 I

STA N DISH K. BA C I-IMAI\I . Com mi ss ioner

March 16, 1966

Dr. Robert S. Young
North American Exploration, Inc.
P.O. Box 3235 University Station
Charlottesville, Va. 22903
Dear Dr. Young:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 19 mining
claims staked by Robert S. Young, Prospectors Permit No.
66-5 for the North American Exploration, Inc., Prospectors
Permit No. 66-104, covering the public lot in T4R7
(Bradstreet), Somerset County, Maine at 10:00 A.M. EST
· February 28, 1966.
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 3226-3236 inclusive and 3240-3247 inclusive, corresponding consecutively with your 3226-3236 inclusive, and 3240-3247
inclusive. Mining Bureau claim tags, to be affixed to
the appropriate corner or witness posts for your cilaims,
have been previously issued to you in hand.
Payment of $38.00 in recording fees is hereby
acknowledged as received in check #654, dated February 25,
1966, signed by Robert S. Young.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD/ms

V/,C,\ TION TRAVEL PROMOTI ON
INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION

/
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PUBLI C ITY and PUBLIC RELAT IONS
RESEARCH and PLANNING

PHONE 7O3-293-9B47

North American Exploration, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
22903

February 25, 1966

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed you wi 11 find the following i terns to cover relocation on
nineteen claims in T4R7, Somerset County, Maine:
(a)
(b)
(c)

19 copies MMB Form "C" covering claims
3226-3236 and 3240-3247 inclusive;
a map showing, in detail, the location
of the claims block and basic staking
information;
NORAMEX check ifa654 in the amount of
Thirty-Eight Dollars ($38.00) to cover
staking-recording fees.

The effective date on these relocations is 12:01 AM, March 1, 1966
and they are to be recorded in the name of North American Exploration,
Inca rpo rated.
Thank you for your cooperation.

RSY:hm
Enclosures:
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PHONE 703·293-9847

North American Exploration, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
22903

December 27, 1965
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
On July 8, 1965, twenty-two (22) claims were staked on Public Lots in T4R7,
Somerset County, in the name of North American Exploration, Inc. (P.P. 65104). By your letter of July 20, 1965, acknowledgment was made of the
proper recording of said claims at 10:00 EDST, July 8, 1965. The claims
are numbered 3226 - 3247 inclusive.
The area encompassed by these claims was tested through geochemical analysis
of numerous soil and sediment samples, the precise locations of which are
shown on the accompanying map. By way of brief evaluation, it can be stated
that the metal content of the soil samples is generally quite low, but that
a number of the sediment samples were high, anomalously so, in both "heavy
metals" and copper. The results of the geochemical survey were sufficiently encouraging as to warrant renewal of as many claims as the total assessment expenditures wi 11 allow.
As a result of several years of similar geochemical work in this area, we
have arrived at an average cost/per/sample of Six Dollars ($6.00). Two
hundred and sixty-one samples were collected and analyzed from the claims
area, thus establishing assessment work in the total sum of One Thousand
Five Hundred and Sixty-six Dollars ($1,566.00). Under the conditions of
the Maine Mining Law for State-Owned Lands, Title 10, Chapter 401, Revised
Statutes of 1964, Sec. 2104, tn, we hereby apply for renewal for 1966
Claims 3237, 3238 and 3239. The assessment requirements of One Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars (3 claims @$500) is met by the total exploration
expenditure cited above.
Enclosed you will find our check 4/595 in the amount of Six Dollars ($6.00)
to cover costs of renewal of said three claims.
I hereby certify that the foregoing

ctual.
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~ ,1.N orth American Ex};lloration, Inc.
// 'Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

P. O. Box 185
Jackman Sta., Me.
July 19, 1965
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Mining Bureau
Stat e House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
With specific reference to Mining Claims 3226 - 3247, inclusive, located
in T4R7 (Bradstreet), Somerset County, staked by me on Jwly 8, 1965 for
North Americ~n Exploration, Inc., I wish to offer certain additional information pertaining to the problem of precise location.
You will note on the maps accompanying the claims applications that two
lines are shown along the north boundary of the claims block, one a surveyed
line running N. 79°30' E. from the "SM" H & W. post on Moose River and the
other a "wamdering" cut and blazed line which can be traced from the mutual
Attean/Jackman corner on the T4R7 north line. The actual course of the line
is depicted on the claims map.
It is the intent of this staking effort to stake to the town line between
T4R7 and Jackman. Inasmuch as the U.S. G. s. topographic map shows this
as a st raight line oriented N. 79°30' E. (true), staking was taken to this
line rather than the irregular 11 town line" as cut and blazed.

In the event of controversy concerning
our position will be that the northern
wherever this line is finally placed.
in this matter, and I ask you to bring
of the Mining Bureau members.

the location of this block of claims,
boundary is the T4R7 / Jackman town line
We would appreciate your consideration
this particular point to the attention

J✓lj~--

Robert S. Young, President
cc:

Dr. Robert Miller
Noranda Mines Ltd.
Noranda, Quebec
Canada
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April 6, 1966

Robert S . Young, President
th ~..m0rican Explorntion,' Inc.
Box 3235 University Station
Charlottcsvill·, Va . 22903

~

Dear Dr. Young:

This Jett r acknowlcdgc~s the recording ·of 2 mining
takcd by John R . Delaney, -'ros ectors :·crmit
' 66- 143 , for th• North American Bxploration, Inc . ,
fro pc.ctors Iermit 66- 104-, cov .rin _ the :>ublic Lots in
T3RS and T4R6, Somerset County, Maine at 10 A. :M . EST, on
April 4, 1966 0
cTaims

The Inning Bureau claim numbers fo~ T3R5 arc:
3075-3078 inclusive; 31J3- ~106 inclusive; the Mining Bureau

claim nu.~bers for T4R6 are 3J51-3053 inclusiv~; 3108- 3112
inclusive; 31143 3121- 3125 inclusive; 3270; 3271; corresponding consecutively with your T3R5 numbers 3075- 3076 in~
elusive; 3103- 3106 inclusive and T4 6 ~umbers 3051- 3 53 inclusive ; 310u- 3112 inclusive; 3114; 3121° 3125 inclu ive;
3270; 3271 0
ining Bur~au claim tags to be affixed to the
appropriate corn r pr witness posts for your claim, have
been prcviouoly is~ue<l to you in hand .
in recording; fees is hereby acknm-,lcdicd as rcceivc:d in check #110, dated April 4, 1966,
signed by Bobcrt S o Young o
Pa

tcsn't of ,·-4_. oOO

-

Yours very truly ,

rob.rt G. Doyl~, Secretary
Maine Hining Bureau

RGD/ms

PHONE 703-293-9847

North American Exploration_, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE. VIRGINIA
22803

Apri l 2, 1966

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Mining Bureau
State House
Augusta , .Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed you will find our check in the amount of Forty-eight Dollars
($48.00) to cover the recording of twenty-four (24) claims recently
staked in our behalf in Somerset County, Maine.
Specifically, the claims referred to are:
T3R5:

3075 - 3078 inclusive ; 3103 - 3106 inclusive.

T4R6:

3051 - 3053 inclusive; 3108 - 3112 inclusive;
3114; 3121 - 3125 inclusive; 3270 - 3271.

These claims were staked in accordance with Maine Mining law on public
lots in the above cited towns by John R. Delaney, P.P. 66-143, during
the period March 19-25, 1966, for North American Exploration, Inc.,
P.P. 66-104.
Two . maps showing the pr ecise locations of the claims are attached hereto,
with required Form "C", Maine Mining Bureau, for each claim.
Trusting that this meets with your approval and requirements, I remain

Encl. (26)

Form L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

I, ...N.o.r.t.h...Ame.r.i.c.an ....E~P.lo..r.a.ti.on~....I.nc....._..........-..························•··•··············--- -----·····································-_..........c1aunholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

...........Box ...3235.,.... Uni.versi ty_.Station.. ---······-·············································································································································Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

...........Charlot te~.Y.!.U.~..................................... ----·····································Vi rgi.ni.a .........................................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No.......§.:?.....:".....J.9..4.............., dated ..........J .?.l.?..9../.§.4....................., hereby file my annual
report for the year 1965 ...... , describing exploration, development, or mining operations on claim(s)
No....1i.i.f>.::'..n.4.7......i..n.cJ.L.............., Town of ........1:4.R.Z....(B.rad§.t.X:e.e.tJ.., County of ....S.o.me.r.§.e.t...................................,
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 (Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

See accompanying documents (letter affadavit, map and check
#595).

June 10, 1968

Dr. Robert S. Young
Box 3235, University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia
Dear Bob:

I am returning all of the Virginia material to you
since I believe that you are working this up uith. Vern
Oille. The material may not be in ordcr 1 but I believe
it is all there. I hope that some good d rilling comes
out of th8 proj~ct.
Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle
RGD :0:b

En c.

June 10, 1968

Dr. Robert S . Youn
University of V rginia
Box 3235 University Station
Charlotte ville, Virginia 22903
Dear Dr

o

Young:

I am pleased to advise you that pending approval of a contract by the Governor's Council , North American Exploration , Inc.
has been chosen to conduct analysis of the sample coming from
the Rangeley Geochemical Program .
A contract will be prepared later today for your signature .
As soon as you return it, it will be approved by one and all
and a copy sent to you for your record s .
Our people are in Rangeley right now setting up the camp
site and look at traverse areas . We expect to have the field
party in Rangeley by June 16 . Samples should b~. at your office
in Virginia shortly after the first of July . I would hope -to
have results on a schedule so that field checking will be
possible in certain anomalous areas .
Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD : pm

\; I

, \

t~ r
NORTH t\.MERICAN

EXPLORATION, INC.

GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
With referenc e to your letter of May 21, we tried to
telephone several times but were unable to locate you.
In order that you may finalize your choice of
geochem labs, I am pleased to quote you the following
prices. With a total sample population of approximately
2,000, we will agree to analyze each sample for Cu, Pb,
Zn, Ni and Co by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry.
Each sample will also be run for molybdenum, utilizing
colorimetric analysis. However, it is our recommen6ation,
based on past experience, that we use the standard hot
acid extraction for molybdenum, as opposed to "total
digestion" (fusion?), suggested by you. We will also
sieve the samples prior to analysis. The lowest cost
that we can offer for this or for such analysis is $6
a sample.
We would appreciate your notifying us of your decision
as soon as possible.

3£{1/./our~,
Robert ? Y: ung
President
RSY: jaf

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA /

22903 /

PHONE 703 /

973-5608

I

May 21,. 1968

Dr. Robe t S . Y
.= =·•·o

University of Virginia
Box 3235 Univeraity Station
Charlottesv"lle, Virginia 22903
Dear Bob :
I would like to have a little tighter ,:mswer frorn you
regarding the eost of analyzing geochem·cal samples . We
have prices from both Bar·ringer and 3kyline which indicates

a price in the $6 to $8 range per sample, including preparation . I bel ieve that it might be well for u to talk about
this subject on the telephone rather than try to get it done.
by letter . I would, therefore, appreciate hearing from you
in the next f €?w .... a.ys so that we can move ahead in ma.l<ing a
contract . We ha·ve nax-rowed it down to Cu, Pb , Zn , Ni , anc.
Co by A. A. ; and the molybdenum by olorimetric analysis . I
think we hould have total di..,.estion for Mo .
0

Very truly yours ,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

·Robert G. Doyle
State G -ologist

RGD : pm

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

April 25, 1968

Mr. R. G. Doyle, State Geologist
Department of Economic Dev.
State House
Augusta, ME 04330
Dear Bob:
Thank you for sending a copy of your release; Garnett
sent clippings from the News and Sentinal. Didn't your
buddy, Sleeper, pick it up?
Your comment about my "finding" Catheart Mtn. must
have caused an apoplectic fit in the East Range office!
We are still short four or five woods monkeys for the
summer season. Do you have any applications on file that
we could use?
We are prepared to process your samples in the manner
prescribed in your last letter.
Best

-

Robert S,. Ygµ

RSY/ cv
P.S.

What is Larry Wing's address?

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 /

PHONE 703 /

973-5608

April 16 1 1968

•ir. RcLcart $. Young, President
North. American ~xp~oration, Inc ·.
Dox 3235 University Station
Charlottesvill.P, Virginia 22903
DE::ar Bob:

I i1ave had tLL~ op~ortur it y t.o review the information
which you r:u.rrt i t. t:.·?0. to me in an swe r to my earlier letter
cc,ncerni~CT E,uuul . ark lvses. On the hasis of the review, I
·wot::.ld c--ggr.ist tl:.c t O\ r- rri:rr.ary inte:rest is c2.n ane.lysis of
all. sa.inple by atomic· absor?tion l.T!<;thod::: for the follo ving
Zli, Cu I

cH,

PL

r

and Co.

I L::.lit"?Ve also that the tost for molybdenum mignt be
rnor ·, sccurab::ily ueter;.nined with the use of colorimetric
methods.
I plan to inaintain the snmc sr.1mnle submission
sch0dule an out inec . in r:-1y r:,revious letter .
I believe it
shoul 1. be u.ntlerstood that a. small rercentage of th2 sa:!n:,"Jles

will 1>

run a second tim~ for re,;;:iroducibility.
Very truly yours,

MAINE GEOLOGIC~Ui SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geo~ogist
RGD:gb

\

NORTH A~

ICAN EXPLORATION, IN

GEOLOGY
GEOPH YSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
We would be very happy to hand le the sediment samples
that you plan to have collected this summer.
Our AA unit (Perkin-Elmer 290-B) is in operation and
is performing satisfactorily. I would suggest that all
samples be run for the following suite of elements by A.A. :
Zn, Pb, Cu, Ni and Co. A.A. molybdenum determinations, by
pro
now known, are not as accurate as the standard
colorimetr· test that we have used in recent years; thus,
suggest axMo determinations.
We have not run the unit sufficiently long to determine
single sample costs, but I will guarantee that the costs
will be at least 10% less than those of Rocky Mountain
Geochem or Skyline labs. We can easily meet your deadlines
for data presentation. If samples are submitted to us in
raw form, there will be a 25¢ per sample preparation charge.
Sample splits will be retained for two years, unless you
request a longer storage period.
Approximately 10% of the samples, randomly selected,
will be recycled for reproducibility checks.
Should you decide to award this contract to us, please
notify Don Foss as soon as possible to insure proper
scheduling.
Thank you for the opportunity to bid on this job.
yours,
Robert S. Young
President
RSY: jaf
cc: D. W. Foss
BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA /

22903 /

PHONE 703 / 973-5608

\

April 15; 1968

I

I

I

I

Nr .. Roberts. Youn
North luaerican Exploration, Inc.
Box 3235 Univeroity Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903
Dear Bob:

Bnclose<l you will f i nd a copy of th~ release which
shoula be getting to 1:he newspapers this morning.
I think
you will find it in keeping with ti:1e l~vel of <liscussion
tnat you and I both have established for the news media.
:C

cal.lec.l you to ma~e sure that the method of trans-

mitt.al of inf on ,ation from you to the Governor was one
vinich woulci havt: to oo maintained us confidential. So,ne
•:,eople in t:C1~ Gover11or ) s office J.o not undt=.rstand the. rules
uud1;r which we op~ra te here iri Geology--thus the call.
:i:: !1.uVe aluo r •c~i ved a copy of

our proposal for the ·
sarnpling, arn.1 wi· l be writing .you in tne near future.
1

Hy very b st personal regards.

Very t r uly yours,
:-:AINL GE(iLOGICAL SURVEY

Rob~rt G . . Doy le
State Geologist

RGD:gb
Enc.

NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Department of Economic Develop.
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Bob:
With reference to our telephone conversation of this
date, I wish to reaffirm my position with respect to the
information given to Governor Curtis during our recent
conference. As generalized as this information was, I
consider it to be privileged and trust that he will treat
it in this mann er.
I would be most disturbed to see any of this material
transmitted to the Governor appear in public print. I am
sure I have your cooperation in this matter.

;Z;J{'

Robert S. Y o ~ ~

President

O"j'

RSY: jaf

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 / PHONE 703 / 973-5608

\

April 9, 1968

Roberts. Young
ilox 3235, University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia

Dear Bob:
The Maine Geological ~urvey is planning to conduct a stream
sediment geochemical sampling progr;am in northwestern Maine
this_ summer. Since I ani not sure about the productivity of the
field crew, I cannot at this time give you a definitenurr..ber of
samples which will be tested except within the broad limits of
1,000 to 2,000 samples. Perhaps 1,200 would be a good number
to use. I would like to have the total spectrum of evaluation
of the samples which would necessitate the use of an atomic
absorption unit or similar equipment.
Would you please advise me if you would consiaer a contract
for the sa.'ilpling and the type of equipment and r~sults which
are available within your organization. You will be receiving
the samples on a weekly basis. The field program will begin on
J·une 15 and will extend until mid-September. I would like to ·
have the results of all samples submitted before August 15 and
in our hantls by Septeruber 15. We do not requira nny specific
answers on J·une 15-Augu~t 15 samples until mid-·September so
that the analyses can be conuucted at your leisure. 'We will
submit the August 15-September 15 samples on August 30 and
September 15, and would like to ·have results of that block of
samples by mid-October. We anticipate one month f·ield check
which will be completed by the end of November. This block of
samples "5hould be analyzed and the results returned to us by
January l, 1969.
I would appreciate a prompt reply to my request.

Very truly yours,
M..~INE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist

RGD:gb

ROBERTS. YOUNG I

GEOLOGIST/

P. 0. BOX 3235, UNIVERSITY STATION, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA/22903/PHONE 703/973-5608

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Ge olog i st
Dep t. of Econo mic Dev elopment
State House
Au gusta, Ma i ne 04JJO
Dear Bob:

Af te r y ou have comp le ted. the sponsoring f orm (note tha t
;your name j_ s t yped on the back of one) , send the comp l ete
file to Dr. Beers and ask hi m to forward them to me after
his contri but ion .
Don omitted the f a ct tha t he does ha ve one publi_c a tion--a
p a per g t ven bef ore A.HIE in co- authorship with Beers, Casey,
and myself . Th is p a per conc erned th e Crawford Pond ore body
and was made av a il able a s a preprint. I will fill in th e
proper bi b1iograpM. c notation when the papers a re returned
to me.
If you have any questions, call Don or me for further
information.

RSY: jaf

Enclosures

CERTIFIED PROFESSION A L GEOLOGIST

# 580,

AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGISTS

January 15, 1GC8

Dr ~ Rol. art S. You1:g

University of VJ.rg1ni a
Box 3235 University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

Dear Dr. Young:
Thin lettor authori:r:cs you to m dertal,e a btuJy of

polished coction anJ/ or thin section rock samplcD of bctlrock
and diamona. drill core ..atcrial from sovornl loc litics wit'.nin
tnc State of . in2. The o~,jcctivc of this study is to ~Jrovidc
informat:ion as to the gcne::ds I genera 1_ r"llationship, an:
mineral suit~ of tl c constituent parts of the r0d: sam le.s.
Jt i~ expected t1at I ~ill h~ in direct co1Eultation with you
in the: near future, at •1hich time many r,crtin nt detnils of
this ~~tudy can be establi!Jhed.
In a general w2.y, you c:ire authorize'-: to work for some
specified. i:lmount of ti, c during f .i seal yenr 19G 9 .... 69, and to
proc1uce a report rca: y for publication sometime during the~
last fiscal ,p.wrter of 1969 .
Uoon agreement of d€tv.ilr;, a
contract uil l be _ rcpared naming you as the prime co.1tt·,:1etor.

for thie study.

Payment will be made to you in a manner

si1.1i lc1r to thnt ,vhich you have ,,orked under on ;)rcvious
occasi.onG .

Very trul:' yours,
Mt

nm

GEOLOGICAL SUPVEY

Rohcrt G. Do1l0

Stat(l, Geologist
HGD:gb

RAYMOND S. EDMUNDSON
STRATIGRAPHY
S EDIMENTATION

RICHARD S. MITCHELL
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NORTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

January 18, 1968

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
1aine Geological Survey
Depart ent of Economic Develop ent
State House
Augusta, Maine 04JJO
Dear Mr . Doyle :
This is t o acknowledge receipt of your lett er dated
January 15, 1968, regarding my undertaking a study of polished
secti on and/or thin section rock sa ples o f bedrock and diamond
drill core mat e rial from several localities within the State of
Maine during fiscal year 1968-69.

jaf per RSY

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA /

22903 /

PHONE 703 /

973-5608

NbRTH AMERICAN EXPLORATION, INC.
GEOLOGY
GEOPHYSICS
GEOCHEMISTRY

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
In the absence of word from you concerning a study of the
coastal basic belt, I have assumed a two year obligation which
will preclude an association with the MGS on this particular
project.
I would like, however, your permission to examine the
drill core from the Alexander-Calais area, hopefully that from
both Noranda and Dolson (or whatever company Charlie used).
Would you please let me know where the core is, assuming that
it will be available to me.
With

RSY/ cv

t:i,,,..

... .... 4 , .
•·• .. •i!:io.;,1..._,1,, ..

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION /

' ·••r • • '-::.

·~1

I •..r•

•.·:i:;:,•t':,,Ot'"J ••~ ♦,:f':--'/~ ;1 - •i•.•.~1••• '~-'-'""'""

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA / 22903 /

_-,,-~,-~1\·1· • :, ,"·

PHONE 703 / 973-5608

October 27, 1967

Dr, Roberts.

Young

P~Oo Box 3235
University Station
Charlottesville, Virginia
Dear Bob:
I will be in Washington on Thursday morning and
will be staying there until Friday noon.
If it is yqur
pleasure to drive up, I will be happy to take you to
dinner. I will call you when I get in town.

Very truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
RGD:.gb

March 29,

1967

Dr. Robert S. Young
p.

o7 ox

32.35.

University Station
Charlottesvi I l e, Virginia
Dear

22903

Bo b:

Thank you for your lett er of March 25
lettino r~G kno•.v "bout your decision r e oarding
the Hancock County job.
I am hoping that you
wi I I be able to serve in an advisory capacity
both In the field and with a ~ossiblo rnlatlons h i p 11 i t h U • S • G • S •
1 h a v r; b e c n t u I k i n CJ \'I i t h
[ric Cheney, and. I b•= I i e ve that ~,e have straighten
out some of our prob lems. At thG present .time,
Chen~~y thinks i · hat 1113 wi 11 be: comin g L:ast; and
on that basis, I have ~rittcn hiM with iJ projact
out! ine for hfs considern•~ion.
I pl<.1n to 9at
down to 3 1ack H.:w!, liJtc ·this 1rn0I, and 11ork ~,ith
Greenwood getting the sampl Ing job Jone.
It
shouldn't take us more than two days.
regret that you fLc! o~I lged to doc I in e
the opportunity for doing tho wor~, ~ut I can
appreclDte your moti~es.
I hope to soo you up
hGre sor.ietime this surirner if\•:() c!or.'t J.Jt ·
tog o t h e r i n Wa s ti i n g to n b c f o ,. c t h o n .
VAry truly yours,
MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURV[Y

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist

RGD:gb

I

\

,..,-·

·-~"~"·'"

PHONE-703-293-9B47

North American Exploration, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
22903

March 11, 1965
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
You mentioned that we, the various conttibutors, would send out
copies of Spec. Econ. Study #4 to our own list. Do you want me
to submit a list to Sandy or will you send me 10 - 15 copies?
Although there are all hells of mistakes in the report, the worst
that I can find is that one map was left out in my section. There
is no map to correspond to a long list of published geochemical
data! Could you not zerox or photostat a big bunch and just stick
them in the proper pages? If you compare the report with my
interim report, you will see the error; it is under the Boardway Ponds Prospect.
Best regards,

l'1a__

"""'>

ROBERTS. YOUNG /

GEOLOGIST /

P. 0 . BOX 3235, UN IVERSITY STAT ION, CHARLOTTESVILLE, V IRGINIA/2290 3 / PHON E 70 3/ 973-5608

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Maine Geo1ogi cal Surve;y
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
I have given a great deal of t l1ought t o the eeneral
probl em of ore genesis in the Hancock County area; what appears to be a remarkabl e opportunity to contribute to
11
scienti f ic r: geology.
I have arr i ved at the c onc lu sion that you ~1st have
access to someone bette r qu alified to carry out this project. Especially in determining the usefulness and i nterpretive pro c edures o f isotope and trace element anal ysis.
I would be g l ad to spend the required time i n some advisory
capacity, insofar as my capabil ities may be an asset to the
program.
In view of th i s de c ision, I am re l uctant l y decl i.n i ng
the i nvi t ation t o v i s i t the Black Hawk depo s it, a s much as
I would li ke to see it. As you s uggested, maybe Rand is
the gu y t o do the j ob.
Mos t of a ll , I would l ike to express my appre c iation
o f your confidence i n offering the project.
Best regards ,

Roberts. Young

CERTI FIED PRO FESSIONAL GEOLOG IST

# 580,

AM ERICAN

INSTIT UTE OF PROFESS IONAL GEO LOG ISTS

· Marc h 10 9 1966

D . Robert Young
University of Virginia
Box 3235 Univ~rsity Staiion
Chnrlottesvill~, Va.
De:1.r Bop:

I tlon' t remember seeing_ the: polished sections
here in the office at any time.

bility that Frank Howd has them.

ls there any possi ~
I

nderstcnd that

he looked at them at least once c!uring the course of

the toranda

ork .

I will be writing you this evening re arding
the particulars of the Toronto meeting.
Yours very truly,_

Robert G. oyle
State Geologist

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
RAYMOND S. EDMUNDSON
GEOLOGY

GENERAL

CORCORAN AND ROGERS DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

STRATIGRAPHY

UNIVERSITY STATION

RICHARD S. MITCHELL

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

PETROLOGY

MINERALOGY

ROBERT S. YOUNG
ECONOMIC

GEOLOGY

STRUCTURAL

GEOLOGY

ROBERT L. ELLISON
GENERAL GEOLOGY
PALEONTOLGY

ERNEST H. ERN
GENERAL GEOLOGY
METAMORPHISM
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Fobe:.~t G o Doyle
S t a t e.. Gco ·.:..o,_;i s t
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., ..:ril 2, L,65

Dr . ~~obert • _ot.:.11.t
Horth ,:\mcrican ~ -~-lora.tion Cor..1r,ru: y
Jo ..-: 3235 - Unive:!'sity Station
Charlot tee il.1.-...., Vi1:•~inia

Dar Bob:
•e·rsuant to our conversation yes e.rt:· y, I ca led Flofd
- .t...
,_
- . to asi-.
~- a bo u t T - ...."' ~ ...
"
•
l..!:1.1.E
.<-- 0 , ancl m1 - 7 , y,.- 'L;.J
in
the Boudoin Cc 11 r~ t;round. CrocLe:." sai.2 that S t . Rc--< is had
no nesoti.Ti:ions 0'!.1 th.use ;; fr~ce.s anc1. woelC. be willin~ to :taL~He sucr:.c:st ~d that th. intcrcstC!<l :_)arty u!'it1.. to him and h{;_e
is ·-he: a<ldrcsc: F .... o yd ?I. Croc1.-.. e:c, St. ~ is _a·--,cr CoL'1pany,
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. mo ~a~ts of th~ to,.mshi·)s . He sc ct:lC:;d quite: 1.asonablt~ 9 but
stat · that the decision woLlu be 1:lac:. by th,_ Directors at
t he 1ome: officL:. 'rh . ap.)1.ication, ho-:1ever, s houl - b~
initiatc<l ,irlth vroc:.er.
1 --_ r o· f
Croc._.__

I )!."C.,St.!.l.!l ~ yo1..: hc.v a map of the. .t . .1. e 0 is owncrshi;), bLtt
in an:y· case, I a_, s~.nclin- · a s Le: ·-ch a::..cnoe: to ma~·-<.:: su.re . St .
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0

r!OE"the:.rn
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PHONE 703-293-9847

North American Exploration, Inc.
Geology - Geophysics - Geochemistry

BOX 3235 UNIVERSITY STATION
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
22903

Mr. W. F. Stickney
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Webb:
I am forward i ng this date, via Air Parcel Post, the originals of the maps
missing from the bunch that I delivered to you last week. These include
(a) the B Pond mag with geochems (should we not have an index map of the
location of the gri d?), (b) Little Squaw culture-geology, (c) Little
Squaw self-potential, (c) Horseshoa Pond East geology+mag+SP+geochem.
I am in the process of locating the Chase Stream geochem sites (the valid
ones) on topo sheets and will send them so that Larry can present the data
in the most conveneient form. I'm also sending the Afmag station locations
for this same area.
Than~s for your comments on the Pratt conversation. I got confirmation
on the proposal this morning, excepting the Fourth Pond work. I'm sorry
that he cut that one out; the work order is already too minor and isn't
going to be worth much to anybody except to keep Pratt's claims. I'll
see if there will be any work for you; I have already retained the same
crew that I used in Knox County last week.
I hope to have the report for the Maine work in your hands next week.
Best wishes for the New Year.

s ~
Robert S. Young

Geological Cons11ltin g

Robert S. Young

Geophysical Surveying

113 Bennington Road
Charlottesville, Virginia
703-293-9847

2/23/65

Dear Bob:
I have not replied to your letter pertiining to mutual business assuming
that you would soon be in this area, as you implied when we met last
month. If you are not coming soon, let me know and I'll frame a reply.
Pete F. strongly urges that you launch the publication at the CIM late
next month. He says that all of the business people will be there, but
probably not the prospectors.
How is the publication effort progressing?
Regards to the family.

Remember, lets all proff it.

February 25 , 1S65

D • Ro bet·: .] • Yom1,
_;_~ .3 Jcnnin0 t 01.1 oad

Cha ..· 1.c:--t~ 'vi:.•. : ~, VL:r,inia

\ k cc. ..~c. anno unc.:ng th~. c · · ea.:.e: of t ~ r .. or-::he_ n Hai--te • c :-crt
fur J: furch 5. Y:::,t. µ.:_1 ·J. .;e:t co-pie ... as .s ·· n a I have the ... · r::com
Lm::•-J: . I rt".J '.)C. t c , : -t a chance to. r2vi :-._-,J it before it .--· '-:- to
0 rcss .
I t:1.LL e r ..te: ont: \:!:;__S I.! l>esi...:c..s ·::: .e: .] ---~•13:;_l_ .):: ::,i · sl 0;_2. .:_J
ch ,ci: i C ..) ..! i..: ..:. .I ~ 2'..1:J .J.i~t£L. ~S . ~ha!' _;__i .:; :-.v Dins l.. as cut about
10' o -: l }% co ) _,e !' at the Barr--'! tt pro ne_ ty a _n ro}: imate:ly 1.10'
dir<::ct l/ l>,.::·.-~ath the su~f ace .... hou . · 1e ~.now, t' ere or(.., it as
at least :...1 ' to .:..50' of ·,.re.:. tical d~ ·. th t-1i'i::h no diminution of
wit.1th . Char ::.ie is -:. ctting a nice stoi Y in the Dangor r' L';WS
(I think ) in th(;; ·r:c.:t day or two .
I wi2.. :... se11,d you a co i)./ ·
0

4

In a i. · i1:ion, Franl. Slee :)er has q u.ic.t y ,·1ritten two goo d
articles in'. his ~-Jaine Business column of the -ort .and r 1c: s
Herald . Co ; i c s are be i n2. sent with thi s le tter .

I h a c. be en s -- ending some of my s ,:a.ce time ;:.r - "arin•.:. for
a mine ral r e connaissance: r,rogram for thi"" surnm.er ·. I ho.Je to
do some wo L on i.,o l :/b<lenwn . I would. also l il·e to 6 c t another
lool.: at ·th:... asbestos ·..!atcrial in northwc tern Hainc. .
JacJ f. anc.~ is d oin·: the consul tinr for Charlie on the
Da1 rcr.t ·,;ro i< rty.
I manac ed to r~ct do>vm once an .i. looL at th~
t--10 ·i. •. _The n12. c c ssit y of c!la.2: in~r, at :.east two tri:-.,s a weel:. now
requirc:s a fu l :. time fielcL tilcin . Cha lii.; has movc·<l a second
dril ·_ on the '))to :,e.r -Y and this .:,i :;_ 1 tnaL e ·thing~ even more
c: citint d cwn ':he:. J:. e-.
4

4

I he, ;,_ · -o :_Ni;;e for N .w York on n c :.;;t Tu.estlay , ,·' . :GI . , anJ
wi .. : Ix in 17ashing- ton on Thursday, :i: .1arch 4• . . ·crha,.. s we could
0 e·r trJte!-hL: r on Thurs<lay or Friday ot~ :.vLcn Saturday morning .
I ·1L. l cat · .JOL. whr. n I gc.it to the:. bir; city .

',;eological Cons11lting

Robert S. Young

Geophysical S111'veying

113 Bennington Road
Charlottesville, Virginia
703-293-9847

September 20, 1964

Mr. w. F. Stickney
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Web:
In order to portray the geochem and AFMAG data, especially the latter,
around the Chase Stream (Squirtgun - Lanigan Dam) occurrence, I am going
to need better geographic control than that provided by the topo maps.
In order to simplify procurement, will you order, through the State, two
t_ •...---P-l'iotos, scale 111 = 1320', one centered on the point where the main road
crosses the stream belG~ Lanigan Dam (at Alibi Lodge), and the other centered on the Squirtgun Flowage Dam. If possible, have these shipped directly to me. I •m not sure that we ever told Larry that we were working
on either ~1oore's Bog or Chase Stream, so this order from you may come
as some surprise!
I'd appreciate your efforts to expedite this request; I'm trying hard to
get the data to Wing immediately so that publication can proceed on
schedule.
By the way, tell Bob that I suggest that you get started on the geologic
compilation right away, as we discussed.
Hope to see you soon.

Robert S. Young
rsy/m
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July 19, 1967

Dr. Robert G. Doyle
Geology Division
State House - Room 211
Augusta, Maine 04330
Dear Dr. Doyle:
I have been asked to prepare the geology part of the AIME annual review generally
published in the February issue of Mining Engineering.
It would be sincerely appreciated if you could prepare a brief on any technical
developments or unusual discoveries that your staff have encountered this past year.
If there have been any technical developments that you feel should be reported in a
national journal, this would be of interest to the mining industry. The article is
generally, but not necessarily, related to geological exploration and research activities in the field of economic geology.
If you could return this material to me by Sept.ember 1, 1967, it would enable me to

include it in the article which is to be submitted to the Publication Chairman early
this fall.
Your assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours ,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ALABAMA

~G-~
Thomas A. Simpson, E. M.
Assistant State Geologist
TAS/cm

Geological Research - Key to Industrial Development

November 28 , 1~66

Dr o Rob .rt S. Young
P o 0. Bo:. 3235

Universit Station
Chari.nt·~svillc, Virginia

22903

Dear Db:
I h p e that .you will hav ; -~ .c\...i · d the Blue Iill mat rial
from !Uc by this tirn _. I pr -- .;
, a l co that you La re heard from
HussC;y :".'q-::arding t1:i~ State .. h p. If you · ave ot rec ivcJ both
pieces o: informa ion when y u ~c t this letter, pleas e call
me collcc here in Augustaw n c I 1ill sec what I can do about
the stu:f. f , to you.

I \risit0.d the Spooner ope?.',; ion la i: Hedncsctay, and like
cv~ryone else was quite disnp ointed to see the drill cutting
the slat"{• and ·l1ot the Q .M. I an "'ending a few notes n it to
Vern regarding my thoughts on th~ area nd I am: eluding a
carbon copy for you if ·he. wishe ~ ···o send it downv I also looked
at the trench ~s which Sticknc•y hns cut on the southwe: st si<lE.c of
Catheart. Th~r are cc--·tainly a. lot of hi h rad material ,
both copper and moly, in ,those beds. From what Stickney had to
say, I ~ould ima inc that the rill is cutting acme fa"r.ly decent
matt:!rial ,1hich to quote Sticlm -y "looks· like a larcre low grade
ore body" o They arc still not talking very much. You may see
the fat boy in Virginia aftr.~r the ne. 1 year.
Un.Jer separate covC!r, I am sending down a fe:w comm nt:s on
the Univ rsal situation. You should r~ceiv that by the ~nd
of th. 1 ·..:~k .
1 final note., it appc-a r
that B n Bald dn has got an
interesting situation going at Long Point southwest of the
squirtgun sher ~one. He will drill through the ice after freeze

up ~

Yours very truly 9
,-1AINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RGD:gb

Robert G. Doylc 9 State G_ologist

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
RAYMOND S. EDMUNDSON

CORCORAN AND ROGERS DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

STRATIGRAPHY
SEDIMENTATION

LEWIS BROOKS MUSEUM

RICHARD S. MITCHELL

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA

MINERALOGY
PETROLOGY

22903

ROBERT S. YOUNG
ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

ROBERT L. ELLISON

November 11, 1966

PALEONTOLOGY

PALEOECOLOGY

ERNEST H . ERN
METAMORPHISM

GEOTECHNICS

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Maine Geological Survey
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
So far, I have received nothing in the way of cooperation (or even acknowledgment!) from the various
exploration people. Even Beers is balking.

I know that your schedule is demanding, so why
don't you send me an ozalid print of the state map, or
an imperfect prelininary map, so that I can rough out
something for the AIME manuscript. So fat as Blue Hill
is concerned, I can probably get enough out of the Northern
Miner to give them the little credit that they are due.
Anyway, I have only six weeks remaining and must meet
the deadline. Anything that you can do I'd appreciate.
Regards,

;i~
R. S. Young
RSY/s

November 10 , 1966

Dr . Robert S o :-oung

Jiorrh

A .rican ~
at inn Inc ,,
P . O. Box 3235 University Jtation
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

Dear Bob:
You cal put in an introductio. - here in the meat of the,
thing.

The Black Ha:-1k Mine denosit ccu ... s as a seri'.s of hallow
(26 ) south dipping i)arallcl bands of c,r: drap·_d arounC: the
nose of a· gently f idcd south plungin; anticlin~ ccmpcuvd
of highly altcr.·1~d . chis::.~ a·1d anphibolit s, th.:. EU.... ,10rth
form..:!tdon, · of early Ordovician(?) age. The or•c. bands lie.
( 1) at the contact of va_~ic,us m mbers of th• folded s qucncc,
(2) as r1.;..placem~nt ore in th: s _ue~zcd anc contorted arnphi -

bolite. member, and (3) as <.Liss minated copp-r-zinc sulptides
in ·che
. all fractures anc:. µ r,_ spaces i. a comp •.::tant metaquartzite member of thE.! !!.L.s't•torth formati n.
The ore sones dip into a binary granite which has an irregular north contact . The main mass of granite begi s slizhtly
more 'L:han a mile from th, shaft.
The sulphide suite consists of oyrite,, chalcopyritc 1 sphaleritc ,
argontifcrous v galena, and minor p rrhotite. The base metasulphide. minerals are not mix ..; i in ti ,0 several bands of -ore .
The deposit has be.en zoned into distinct base metal bands .
From top to bottom the zones _r.e:
1.

Th~ Mammouth Zone: This is only slightly developed
underground and appears to be a uni que combined zinc minor coppor ore zone with a thickness of perhaps 10
fee, .. It occurs c 1.osc~ to surface in the old Mammouth
sha:...t.

2.

Second Pond Zone: This is the zone of dissc
chalcopyr itc in a mas~ive quartzite member .
at the base of the unit: a .d as a width of uo
Thi s is the main . copper ~onc e Only slightly
U. G.

inated
Th~ ere lies
to ·30 fE.ct- .

dev<::lopcd

Pac 2
Dr . Robert

So

Young

rJovcmbcr 10 , 1 66
J

3.

i\mphibolitc Zinc Zone: This i s the zone ihich has beQn
complet ely de eloped and i s t he heart of t he mi nc o The
o e is 4 '-6 ' thi ck but is ofte 2queezcd with tae soft
a mphi bol ite i n t o thin and thic' ooud'in structures . Af t er
lli lut i on ( 30%) , the ore: grade is ll-1-% zinc.

4.

ou las-or Lower Copper Zone : Except for , somc deep nc_es
and
.int -r section on th··, 680 level {station) 9 t hio zone
has not been cut und~.rgro d . It is an erratic coppEr ore
zon~, in rnin~ble grad~ pods, with t hin s t ringers i n bct ~ecn .
t is not now in the orL reserve .
·

5.

L
"~c, e:
On the. : st sic~•- of the or , body ther i"' a
massive pod of 200,000-i- ton, on s i lver rich l ad or•:! -1hich
shoc.ld be mined in t t : c~ rsc: of eventual operation .

Th~ min~ h s b ~-r->n dcVE!l..Op(~ ouffici~ntly for immedi t--. opl"r tic, .. ( .'.3 months) but no co .-:; :r·uc · ·., 1 c:,f c
ill ha:: b n comitt'-'0. . Thi rL is a 1, 300 =":oot, th_ r-r- com_ art-r. mt rhEtft Elnr.l
sevr-. ~ ... .L. thous nd ::: .et f d .v-~lop~nent mrk co .• le~ d o th•
3 .0, . D and SdO 1-..:vels. ,"'u.rface :tnstallatio s Lclucie am in
b ilding ho sing a s · a.it s,·.:i.~ icL ar2a maint .nanr r o ,,, 1 b,
min..: anr'l
ine.cr ·n. off ic~t.
\. ~ ois"i:: · l!il 1 i
c nrt cn-:ora re
bin air
sma 1 buih.in,_ ar~ < lso n site:.

I wonld

s1.1g 6 est an

zinc
copp~r
lend

or,_ r. r.r:.:·-:-..,c (un :Zf ·cial)of:
At le- t·l , 000,000 tons
l,' GO,0J)•:- tons
2(L ? u
-:. tons

~11 of ore grade .

A dovm cip cxtensipn of / _h_,

lack Hawk ore body has been
int rscc·tc<l at 3,000 feet ,; on,"2 milG south of th,2. p1~0 er·ty.
This was D. drilled by Co D. P o.., insv Jr., of Coastal ining
Ltd . y Mon tr al •

lac],- Hawk Mining Corporation is a U. S. compa y eventually
held as
subsidi ry of D.nison Mines, Ltd . 7 Toronto .
Us ~ ·-1h.at you want of this and ~s,,
<li n't g:t anythi ng from To n~o .

c

Hus

he sourc . s·· nee I
y is sendi ng y u som

stuff this w-ek.

...ry truly yours,
}t~INE MINING BUREAU
obcrt G . Do yl ,
~;e:c rcta y

GD : gb

Geological Consttlting

Robert S. Young

Geophysical Surveying

113 Bennington Road
Charlottesville, Virginia
703-293-9847

January Hi-, 196Li-

Mr. W. F. Stickney
Maine Geological Survey
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Webb:
After finisbing the report on last summer's work, I finally had the opportunity to look at the polished sections of the Alexander drill core
and a sample that I identified simply Boothbay #1,•piece of the gabb:ro
that I col,lected in your company from your show down on t he coast. This
piece contains about 5% total sulfides as very small disseminated grains.
I' 11 just pass on my notes as I ivrote them down while running the examination:

pyrrhotite vastly predominates, as small interstitial
gra ins, nearly all carrying chalcopyrite and a few with
tiny boundary grains of pentlandite; several of the larger
pyrrhotite grains contain 25-30% pentlandite; magnetiteilrnenite? abundant in silicates and also replacing pyrrhotite alonf crys1·2 l boundaries; for the amount of total sul fides bo th pentl~nd ite and chalcopyrite content is high;
separation of both chalcopyrite and pentlandite should be
easy.

If we can find areas wherein the total sulfide content is 30-40%, it
wil l most cer tainly run "ore". I am going to recommend to Bob that the
prospect be run next summer, and that befo re that time you should :·
spend more time in the area to try to locate simila r occurrences. Do
you have recommendations along this line?

"~i!:t· )
Robert S. Young

